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Abstract
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a class of 3D crystalline porous materials composed of organic linkers and
metal nodes. Over the years, tens of thousands of MOF architectures have been developed, addressing various applications
such as gas storage and separation, catalysis, chemical sensing, ion exchange and drug delivery. One of the most fascinating
properties of MOFs lies in their flexible character responsible, for example, for the rotational dynamics of linkers. Three-
dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED) has shown to be a powerful tool to solve the structure of nano- or submicrometer-
sized crystals coexisting in mixtures, overcoming the limitations of x-ray diffraction.  In this thesis the great potential of
one continuous 3D ED protocol, namely continuous rotation electron diffraction (cRED), for the investigation of MOFs
is described. cRED has routinely been used in the past decade for obtaining accurate atomic coordinates and perform
structure determination of MOFs. In this thesis it is introduced how the limits of the classical approaches for structure
determination by cRED can be tackled by individually adjusting the strategies to the requirements of the structures. Thanks
to these approaches, full determination of complex structures and fine structural features previously considered impossible
to retrieve by 3D ED data, can now be achieved. The complete structure determination of MOFs with highly complex
structures, low crystallinity, sensitivity to electron beam and high-vacuum, displacive disorder and long-range structural
dynamics is presented. Specifically, in this thesis it is shown how it was possible to achieve the ab initio full determination
of MIL-100, an architecture with a unit cell of several hundred thousand cubic Ångstroms, and the discovery of a new
class of materials (M-HAF-2), with a connectivity between those of MOFs and hydrogen-bonded organic frameworks.
Additionally, the displacive disorder and dynamics in UiO-67 and MIL-140C were investigated showing for the first time
that 3D ED can be applied for probing displacive disorder and molecular motion by analyzing the anisotropic displacement
parameters. Methods to obtain maximum structure information from anisotropic atomic displacement parameters are also
provided through careful investigations of the refinement of ZIF-EC1, MIL-140C and Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc).
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1. Introduction and aim of the thesis 
 

In 1964, Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin was awarded with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
for her astonishing work on structure determination of biomolecules. During the 
Nobel Lecture, Dr. Crowfoot Hodgkin said “A great advantage of x-ray analysis as a 
method of chemical structure analysis is its power to show some totally unexpected 
and surprising structure with, at the same time, complete certainty” 1. These words 
perfectly describe the drive of chemists and material scientists to carry out structural 
studies using diffraction methods, which are essential for discovering new materials 
and understanding their functions. Up to now, single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD) 
and powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) have been the methods of choice for solving 
crystal structures. The speech of Dr. Hodgkin continued “I should not like to leave an 
impression that all structural problems can be settled by x-ray analysis or that all 
crystal structures are easy to solve. I seem to have spent much more of my life not 
solving structures than solving them” 1. As well worded by Dr. Crowfoot Hodgkin, x-
ray diffraction methods have their limitations. It is sometimes difficult to grow 
crystals large enough (>5 × 5 × 5 µm3) for structure determination using 
conventional SCXRD. Although PXRD can sometimes be used for studying crystals of 
smaller sizes, heavy peak overlap makes the structure analysis complicated. 
Significant expertise and time are required for processing and analyzing PXRD data. 
Modern synchrotron sources provide another alternative for small crystals, but high 
cost and low availability of such experiments prevent researchers from easy and fast 
access.  
When the beam source is replaced by electrons, the study of much smaller crystals 
became possible. Electrons interact with matter much stronger than x-rays do 
(approximately 104 times stronger). Thus, electrons can be used for studying crystals 
108 times smaller in volume than with x-rays. Moreover, electron diffraction (ED)2 
experiments are carried out in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). Therefore, 
it is possible to acquire imaging, diffraction and spectroscopic data from the same 
sample, providing a variety of information on the individual crystals. Thus, crystals 
from what traditionally would have been considered as powder samples by x-ray 
standards can now be handled as single crystals by electron diffraction. This results 
in the unique advantage of studying multiple phases separately within the same 
sample. The field of ED in the last 20 years registered fast progress and three-
dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED)3-11 methods have been developed and are 
now extensively used for structure determination of materials of various nature 
(inorganic12, small organic molecules13 and protein crystals14,15). Despite their 
advances and recent success, 3D ED methods have not yet become fully independent 
for complete structure determination. Crystalline materials with hybrid organic-
inorganic or organic structures are easily damaged under the electron radiation. 
Porous frameworks are often unstable under the high-vacuum of the TEM, which 
limits the structures that can be analyzed by 3D ED. Additionally, structure 
refinement against 3D ED data is rarely performed as it often results in poor figures 
of merit. To confirm the structure, PXRD is generally used for refinement. The major 
limitation of a refinement against PXRD data is that structures are only refined with 
isotropic displacement parameters. Extensions of the refinement from isotropic to 
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anisotropic would provide more accurate and detailed crystal description in which the 
effect of static and dynamic disorder is described.  
An important class of materials where disorder and dynamics have a significant 
impact on the macroscopic properties are metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)16. MOFs 
are complex materials comprised of metals nodes linked by organic molecules, 
particularly interesting for their porosity. In the past decade, MOFs have been studied 
by 3D ED methods but, despite the high number of structures that could be 
determined by 3D ED, some areas have been left unexplored and challenges still 
remain. For example, (1) despite being obtained only as nano-crystals and giving rise 
to complex PXRD patterns, MOFs with cell dimensions in the range of protein crystals 
and pore size corresponding to the domain of mesopores have never been solved 
directly only by 3D ED. (2) When the framework assembly is made of relatively weak 
interactions (H-bonds, π-staking…), MOFs diffract weakly in the TEM and accurate 
structure information are often retrieved with refinement against PXRD. (3) 
Moreover, anisotropic structure refinement of MOFs against 3D ED data has seldom 
being performed. Considering that 3D ED in some cases might be the only available 
alternative to study MOFs structures, it naturally follows that to affirm 3D ED as a 
standalone technique, more structures have to be refined against 3D ED data and 
scrupulous attention has to be given to the finest structural details, which can 
highlight linker dynamics and disorder. (4) Additionally, there is an urgent need to 
develop simple strategies to collect and process the data, which can allow the 
structure determination of complex structures and improve their structural models. 

This thesis focuses on tackling the above mentioned challenges for establishing 3D 
ED as an independent technique for investigating order, disorder and flexibility of 
complex MOFs. Here at Stockholm University, we adopt a specific 3D ED protocol, 
namely the continuous rotation electron diffraction (cRED) method. In this work, I 
show that the applications of cRED together with optimal strategies of data collection 
and processing, make it possible to study structures that are considered 
insurmountable obstacles for traditional crystallography. Additionally, when 
sufficiently high data quality is achieved, disorder and dynamics can be revealed. The 
thesis is organized as follows. The following three chapters provide a brief 
introduction to MOFs, crystallography, electron diffraction and the experimental 
methods used, including a description of the software for data processing, structure 
determination and refinement. The fifth chapter describes how thanks to simple 
strategies it is possible to solve and refine by cRED the structures of two MOFs 
considered challenging systems to study by diffraction methods: MIL-100, a 
mesoporous MOF with extreme structural complexity and a unit cell in the range of 
protein crystals (Paper I), and M-HAF-2, an isostructural family of weakly diffracting 
MOFs with an intricate framework (Paper II)17. The fifth chapter shows that through 
refinement against cRED data, it is possible to probe displacive disorder and dynamics 
in MOFs and describes how simple refinement strategies can significantly improve 
the ellipsoidal models. The first half of the chapter is dedicated to the complete 
structure determination of UiO-67 and MIL-140C and their anisotropic refinement 
against cRED data, which reveals displacive disorder of the oxygen in the metal 
cluster and dynamic of the linkers (Paper III)18. The second half of the chapter is 
dedicated to the investigation of different refinement strategies for improving the 
ellipsoidal models of MOFs obtained after anisotropic refinement against cRED data 
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(Paper IV). A summary of the obtained results and future prospective on the 
development of 3D ED methods are presented in the last two chapters. In conclusion, 
despite the questioned “reliability” at refinement by traditional crystallographers, 3D 
ED has demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the investigation of nano-crystalline 
MOFs. The observation and strategies provided in this work can be applied to crystals 
of various nature. Together with the development of more sample preparation 
methods, automated data collection and dedicated software for 3D ED data 
processing, the range of applicability and possibilities of the technique will further 
widen.  
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2. Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) 
 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), are a class of hybrid materials containing both 
inorganic and organic constituents connected to form multidimensional structures. 
Other acronyms are frequently used to refer to the same types of materials, like 
porous coordination polymers (PCPs)19 and porous coordination networks (PCNs)20. 
MOFs are commonly named after the institution where they are discovered, like MIL21 
and UiO22 families of materials were discovered at the Institute Lavoisier and the 
University of Oslo, respectively. According to IUPAC recommendations, a MOF is 
defined as “a Coordination Polymer (or alternatively Coordination Network) with an 
open framework containing potential voids” 23. MOFs can have very large surface 
areas, low densities and large pores24,25. Due to the wide variety of organic linkers 
and metal clusters, the structural features of MOFs allow them to be predesigned and 
tailored for many applications26-29 such as gas storage and separation, catalysis, 
chemical sensing, ion exchange and drug delivery. Critical design elements for the 
synthesis of MOFs are the secondary building units (SBUs), aggregates of metal ions 
held together by multidentate functional groups to form clusters (Figure 1). The 
functional groups in the metal clusters act as points of extensions, which indicates 
the connections made by a metal cluster. The SBUs are connected through organic 
linkers, which can be extended and functionalized depending on the specific function 
desired for the material. 

 

 

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of common SBUs within MOFs. (a) Zn4O(CO2)6 in MOF-
5, (b) Zr6O4(OH)4(CO2)12 in UiO-66, (c) Cr3(μ-O)(CO2)6 in MIL-100, (d) chains of 
CrO4(OH)2 in MIL-53. Color code: Zn, blue; Zr, cyan; Cr, green; O, red; C, black.  

 

Another advantage of the rational design is that isoreticular30 series of MOFs can be 
obtained (Figure 2). Isoreticular MOFs share the same overall framework topology 
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but the length/functionality of the ligands varies. This allows, for example, to increase 
the pore size as a result of the increased length of the bridging ligand.  

 

Figure 2. An example of isostructural MOFs: UiO-66, UiO-67, UiO-68. Color code: Zr, 
cyan; O, red; C, grey. Adapted from ref 30 with permission Copyright 2016, Wiley-
VCH.  

 

The ability to design and predict MOF structures is advantageous when specific 
materials are required. However, the expected structures are not always obtained.  
It has been reported that the same “metal-ligand” combination under different or 
equivalent synthesis conditions can produce different structures. The ability of a 
material of adopting multiple crystal structures commonly goes under the name of 
“polymorphism”. However, the requirement to be classified as a polymorph is to 
possess identical composition. MOFs cannot always be described as polymorphs as 
different molecules other than the metal and the linker can associate with the 
framework, giving rise to a structure with different composition. The more precise 
term of “framework isomers”31 is therefore applied to describe the phenomenon. 
Framework isomers are MOFs deriving from the same reaction mixture but in which 
the same building components are arranged differently. The structural differences 
between framework isomers can lead to more or less significant differences in cell 
parameters, crystal system, accessible pore volume, pore shape, crystal density, 
surface area and coordination of the metal site31. Framework isomers can be 
classified in 6 different categories:  

• Structural isomers32: Different species can occupy the same site giving rise to 
MOFs with differences in the atomic connectivity of the metal ions and linkers.  

• Topological isomers33: The MOFs possess identical SBUs and linkers, but 
different connectivity. 

• Interpenetrated isomers34: This category consists in multiple independent 
frameworks interweaving. When the pore space of a MOF is sufficiently big, 
another framework can grow within the void space. It can occur when the cell 
of the material is sufficiently big and flexible.   

• Conformational isomers35: The conformation of the SBUs or linker differs 
because of different twists or bends of bonds. 

• Orientation isomers36: These isomers are the rarest ones. They are generated 
by the different orientations of the SBUs and/or ligands within the crystal 
structures. 

• Optical isomers37: When the frameworks have different handedness. 
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2.1 Flexibility: rotational dynamics of linkers in MOFs 
 

One of the most attractive aspects of some MOFs is their flexibility. The weak nature 
of the interactions involved in the framework assembly (coordinative bonds, π−π 
stacking, hydrogen bonds…) and the porosity of MOFs make these materials “softer” 
and with large numbers of intramolecular degrees of freedom compared with other 
microporous and dense inorganic crystals. The term “flexibility”38,39 associated to 
MOFs, is used by authors to indicate any kind of dynamic behavior and often includes 
phenomena with different microscopic origin. It can be associated, for example, to 
defects, to disorder or to linker motion (rotation, wobbling). The rotational mobility 
of linkers in MOFs, has recently gained interest from the scientific community for its 
influence on various aspects of MOF properties like the optical behavior, the 
mechanical response and the interaction with guest molecules. The dynamics of a 
framework can be induced by external stimuli like pressure, light, presence of 
particular species, but the high porosity itself creates enough void space around the 
organic linkers to allow free rotation. These motions can influence the pore 
accessibility and the propagation rates of the guest molecules in the framework, while 
preserving the overall porous structure.  
The type of flexibility investigated in this thesis concerns the rotational dynamic of 
the linkers, which for simplicity will be categorized in three groups (Figure 3): 

• Complete rotation: It occurs when the linkers can undergo 360o rotation about 
the molecular axis (Figure 3a), which is the axis crossing the carbon atoms of 
the linkers that act as a point of extension in the clusters. Depending on the 
linker, this kind of rotation often occurs in steps at specific angles about the 
axis. The steps are defined by maxima in potential energy. 

• Partial rotation: It occurs when the linkers, for steric effects or other kind of 
restrictions, cannot undergo 360o rotation (Figure 3b). The linkers partially 
rotating can perform a large amplitude rotation reaching a maximum in 
potential energy corresponding to a second conformation or librate about a 
minimum in energy (Figure 4). Librational motions are the most common type 
of rotational linker dynamic occurring in MOFs.  

• Rotation of side groups: The main linker is static and the functional group 
attached to it is rotating (Figure 3c).  
 

 

Figure 3. Exemplification of three types of rotational linker dynamics: (a) complete 
rotation, (b) partial rotation, (c) side group rotation. 
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Figure 4. Exemplification of partial rotation: the linker can perform large amplitude 
rotations changing conformation (red curve) or small-amplitude librations (black 
curve) are possible 

 

 

The experimental technique most widely used to elucidate rotational dynamics in 
MOFs, is 2H solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR)40 spectroscopy. The 
Pake pattern generated by the different distribution of orientations of C-2H bonds in 
a selectively deuterated powder sample with respect to the external magnetic field, 
is highly sensitive to linker rotations, as molecular motions result in a reorientation 
of C-2H bonds. By analysis of the Pake doublet lineshape, it is possible to analyze 
linker dynamics. 
With a lower level of details compared to ssNMR, also dielectric spectroscopy41 can 
study rotation dynamics, as the dipole moment reorient in case of linker rotation. 
Terahertz spectroscopy (Thz)42 is new in the field, but has shown great potential for 
studying low-energy vibrational modes. Computational methodologies, like density 
functional theory (DFT)43, molecular dynamics (MD)44 ab initio molecular dynamics 
(AIMD)45, are also extensively used to elucidate linker motion.  
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3. Structure determination by diffraction 
 

Implicit in the process of “determining” is the action of fixing the form of something. 
In a crystal, where the atoms are organized in an ordered array, the structure 
determination consists in retrieving the information about atomic positions and 
symmetry, which can be obtained by diffraction phenomena caused by the interaction 
of matter with x-rays, electrons or neutron. Regardless the type of radiation, the 
theory of diffraction is unchanged.  

Crystals are conventionally described as ordered arrangements of atoms repeated 
with translational periodicity (crystal symmetry). The unit cell is the smallest unit 
with the overall symmetry of the crystal and with which the entire crystal lattice can 
be described by repetition in three dimension. A unit cell has a number of parameters 
describing its shape include lengths (a, b, c) and angles (α, β, γ).  
Back in 191246, the geometrical conditions under which a diffracted beam (x-ray, 
electrons or neutron) can be observed were formalized in a simple equation by 
William Henry and William Lawrence Bragg: 

 

2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑𝜆𝜆                 (1) 

 

This equation establishes that diffraction occurs when beams of a given wavelength 
(λ) are scattered with a scattering angle θ by a set of crystallographic planes 
separated by interplanar distance d, leading to constructive interference. 
Constructive interference is obtained when the difference in the ray path (n) is an 
integer.  

 

3.1 Single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD) 
 

A reciprocal lattice is also a lattice, defined by 3 non-coplanar vectors (a*, b*, c*). 
These parameters are connected to the lattice in real space by a reciprocal 
relationship. The relationship between real space and reciprocal space is as follows: 

 

1
𝑑𝑑

= 2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜆𝜆

            (2) 

 

The condition is satisfied when the reciprocal of the interplanar spacing d is equal to 
the ratio 2sinθ/ λ (with n=1). This can be visualized through the Ewald sphere (Figure 
5). By drawing a sphere of radius 1/λ on a reciprocal lattice with spacing 1/d, it is 
possible to derive trigonometrically that Eq. 2 is satisfied only when the sphere cuts 
the spots.  
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Figure 5. Ewald sphere construction. Only the lilac spots are going to be visible in the 
diffraction pattern, as they are close to the surface of the sphere. 

 

When the Bragg condition is satisfied, diffraction spots can be recorded. By rotating 
the crystal, the Ewald sphere will cut different spots, thus the diffraction patterns will 
continuously change. From a diffraction pattern, three kinds of information about a 
crystal can be derived. The positions of the diffraction spots are related to the unit 
cell parameters and the lattice type. The symmetry of the diffraction pattern is also 
related to the crystal symmetry. The intensities of the diffraction spots are related to 
the arrangements of the atoms within the unit cell. A mathematical description of the 
distribution of the intensities in a diffraction pattern is given by the structure factor, 
which depend only upon the crystal structure: 

 

𝐹𝐹(ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) = ∑ 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗exp �2𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑�ℎ𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 + 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 + 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗��𝑁𝑁
𝑗𝑗=1             (3) 

 

What equation (3) expresses is that the position of an atom j in a unit cell with N 
atoms, is given by the fractional coordinates xj, yj, zj. The scattering factor of the 
atom j is fj. Each reflection is correlated to a structure factor and each structure factor 
contains an amplitude, |F(hkl)|, and a phase, φ(hkl). In the measured x-ray 
intensities, phases are lost. It is possible to apply some methods to retrieve the 
phases (Patterson47, direct methods48, charge flipping49…) and calculate an electron 
density map, which is an actual image of the crystal structure, for the whole cell 
volume V: 

 

𝜌𝜌(ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) = 1
𝑉𝑉
∑ 𝐹𝐹(ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)exp [−2𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑(ℎ𝑥𝑥 + 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 + 𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙)]ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘         (4) 
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After the initial electron density map is obtained, the structure can be considered 
“solved” as the atoms are located in the map in the places with highest electron 
density. However, the atomic positions in the first solution are not accurate as the 
first determined phase map is not accurate. Several mathematical approaches can 
be used to refine the structure model, for example the least-square method, and all 
these approaches consist in a re-determination of the density map until the best 
possible fit between the calculated and observed structure factor intensities is 
obtained. The process takes place in cycles in which atoms can be reassigned or 
removed and new atoms can be introduced to the model, according to chemical 
knowledge. The refinement must be run for several cycles until convergence. To each 
atom are assigned 3 precise atomic coordinates and one atomic displacement 
parameter (Ueq), which mirrors the volume occupied by a certain percentage of the 
electrons of the refined atom. At this stage, the atoms are still approximated as 
spheres, which means that they are refined isotropically (Figure 6a). A better 
description of the atomic model is provided when atoms are refined anisotropically 
(Figure 6b), and described as ellipsoids by six Uij parameters (U11, U22, U33, U12, U13, 
U23). These parameters are called anisotropic atomic displacement parameters 
(ADPs)50 and provide a more complete description of the distribution of the atoms in 
the unit cell, including subtle features of motion and disorder (see section 3.1.1). 
Either the models are refined isotropically or anisotropically, the contour of the 
spheres/ellipsoids specify the probability (usually set at 50%) of finding the atom in 
that volume.  

 

Figure 6. An example of isotropic (a) and anisotropic (b) refinement against SCXRD 
data. The structure belongs to MOF-5. Zn in lilac, O in red, C in grey.  

 

A refinement is considered successful when the model is chemically and physically 
sensible (i.e. the model is geometrically reasonable, the ellipsoids are positive 
definite…). Additionally, the residual factors (commonly recalled as R-factors or R-
values) can be used for evaluating the correctness of the models. The most commonly 
used indicators are the weighted (wR2) and unweighted (R1) residual factor, and the 
goodness of fit (Goof). They are calculated from the observed (Fo) and calculated (Fc) 
structure factors. 
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• wR2: It expresses the degree of confidence we have on each reflection and it 
is related to the refinement against squared structure factors. 
 

𝑤𝑤𝑅𝑅2 =  �∑𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜2−𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐2)2

∑𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜2)2
�
1/2

          (5) 

 
 

• R1: It represents how well the structure factors calculated from the model 
agrees on the observed data. It can be calculated for all reflections, R1 for all, 
or just considering the strong reflections, R1(I > 2 sigma(I)).  
 

𝑅𝑅1 =  ∑�|𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜|−|𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐|�
∑ |𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜|

                    (6) 

• Goof: The value should be close to 1. It express how reliable the standard 
deviations of the positional and displacement parameters are. NR is the number 
of independent reflections and NP is the number of refined parameters. 
 

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓 = �∑𝑤𝑤(𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜2−𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐2)2

(𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅−𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃)
�
1/2

          (7) 

 

3.1.1 SCXRD for studying static and dynamic disorder 
 

In case of high resolution data, the ADPs obtained after SCXRD51 studies can provide 
information on displacive disorder or dynamic in crystal structures. The ellipsoids 
obtained after crystallographic refinement determine the shape of the distribution of 
the atoms in the crystal, which is the displacement of the atoms from their ideal 
mean position. Therefore, in case of displacement, the ellipsoids elongate. What 
complicates the interpretation of ADPs is that the amplitudes of the ellipsoids 
generated by displacive disorder or dynamic excursion coincide. How are the two 
phenomena distinguished? In principle, the amplitude of the static displacement is 
only determined by the positions occupied by the same atom in different unit cells, 
while the amplitude of a dynamic excursion depends on thermal energy and it can be 
decreased by lowering the temperature51 (Figure 7). Therefore, in principle multi-
temperature experiments can be used to distinguish an elongation caused by a real 
movement or disorder. The method of inferring molecular motions from ADPs is well 
established for SCXRD and advanced analyses are possible to obtain precise 
information on the exact type of motion occurring in the structure51. However, it is 
known that ADPs mirror many systematic errors and high expertise are required to 
model just the contribution from the ADPs without the coarser effects (diffuse 
scattering, experimental errors…).  
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Figure 7. At low temperature, the elongation of the ellipsoid caused by motion 
vanishes (left), while the elongation caused by displacive disorder persists (right).  

 

 

3.2 Powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) 
 

A major requirement for SCXRD is that crystals have to be generally >5 μm in size 
for being observed under a visible light microscope and mounted on the sample 
holder inside the diffractometer. PXRD52 can be used for studying crystals of smaller 
size. PXRD is an important tool for phase identification and quantification, unit cell 
determination and structure refinement of crystalline materials. The crystals are 
randomly oriented in the specimen, all the lattice planes with given d diffract at the 
same 2θ angle to the direct beam and all diffracted beams lie on a cone (semi-angle 
2θ about the beam). Once the PXRD pattern is recorder, the peaks are indexed and 
the unit cell parameters are determined. Subsequently, the structure is refined with 
a whole-pattern-fitting method, the Rietveld refinement53. The refinement of 
displacement parameters is difficult with PXRD data, especially if the 2θ range is 
small. Moreover, the displacement parameters are more sensitive to the background 
correction than are the positional parameters. Therefore, the general practice is to 
reduce the number of parameters to refine and proceed with an isotropic refinement 
in which the atoms are constrained to have identical Ueq. 

 

3.3 Electron diffraction (ED) 
 

The determination of a crystal structure by electron diffraction follows the same 
guidelines as for SCXRD. For x-ray diffraction, the wavelength for CuKα radiation is 
1.542 Å. For electrons, the wavelength can be calculated using the de Broglie formula 
corrected for relativistic effect. 

𝜆𝜆 = ℎ

�2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(1+ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒
2𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐2)

          (8) 
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Where h is the Planck constant (6.626 x 10-34 m2kg/s), m is the rest mass (9.11 x 
10-31 kg) and e the charge (1.602 x10-19 C) of one electron, c is the light speed at 
vacuum (2.998 x 108 m/s) and U is the acceleration voltage. When a voltage of 200 
kV is applied, the electron wavelength became 0.0251 Å. Therefore, for electrons the 
Ewald sphere has much larger radius, which means that in relation to the dimension 
of a typical reciprocal lattice it will be almost flat. The charge allows electron to 
interact with crystals that are more than one million time smaller than the crystals 
that can be investigated by SCXRD. Additionally, electron diffraction experiments are 
conducted in a TEM, which allows to switch effortlessly between image and diffraction 
mode. The basic components of a TEM are: the illumination system, the image 
formation system and the projector system (Figure 8). In the illumination system are 
included all the parts which serves to create a suitable beam. The electrons are 
extracted from an electron source and accelerated by applying a voltage. The beam 
is then focused using the condenser lenses, which strength can be adjusted to provide 
a parallel or convergent beam, depending on the application. A condenser aperture, 
located after the condenser lenses, can be insert to tune the fraction of the beam 
reaching the specimen. The image formation system is the section in which the 
electron beam interacts with the specimen. The electron beam passes through the 
specimen and is focused by the objective lens, located just below the specimen, 
forming a diffraction pattern at the back focal plane and an image at the image plane 
of the objective lens. The objective lens is the most important lens in a TEM as it 
defines the imaging quality. The apertures, placed below the objective lens, are used 
to select the desired part of the beam. Specifically, the objective aperture is situated 
in the back focal plane and the selected electron diffraction (SAED) aperture is located 
in the first image plane. An intermediate lens, located under the objective lens, 
focuses the imaging to be on the image plane or the back focal plane. Therefore, by 
changing the focus of the intermediate lens, the operator can work in image or 
diffraction mode. The electron beam finally reaches the projector system, in which 
the projector lenses magnify the image/diffraction pattern onto the screen or the 
detector. 
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Figure 8. Schematic drawing of electron beam paths for working on image (left) or 
diffraction (right) mode in a TEM.  
 
 
Therefore, by ED it is possible to perform single-crystal structure determination of all 
the crystalline compounds coexisting in a powder sample, selectively excluding 
amorphous components and impurities.  
It has to be said that electrons interact differently with crystals than x-rays. While x-
rays are scattered only by the electrons of the atoms, electrons are scattered by the 
electrons and the nuclei. Thus, x-ray scattering produces electron density maps, 
while electron scattering produces maps of the electrostatic potential in the crystal. 
Additionally, general crystallographic structure determination assumes kinematical 
scattering, but the strong interaction of electrons with matter, leads to dynamical 
scattering54, which changes the observed structure-factor amplitudes. Dynamical 
scattering can be reduced by averaging corresponding intensities obtained from 
multiple crystal orientations.  

 

 
3.3.1 Three-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED)  
 

Three-dimensional electron diffraction (3D ED) includes various protocols with 
different detailed implementation. The essence of all the 3D ED protocols is the 
application of the rotation geometry as it was applied for SCXRD. A sequence of 
diffraction patterns is collected from the crystal of interest at different tilt angles while 
the TEM goniometer is rotated. Within the 3D ED protocols, two macro-groups can 
be individuated: the stepwise methods and the continuous rotation methods (Figure 
9). In the stepwise methods, namely automated diffraction tomography (ADT)3, 
precession electron diffraction (PEDT)4, and rotation electron diffraction (RED)5,6, the 
reciprocal space is sampled discreetly (Figure 9a). The recorded point intensities are 
difficult to model accurately and suffer from an imprecise integration. For RED and 
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ADT, the gap between two sequential positions also generates a missing wedge. 
Better results can be obtained by precession electron diffraction or the fine electron 
beam tilts applied by ADT/PEDT and RED respectively. Undoubtedly, in many 
occasions stepwise 3D ED techniques succeeded where SCXRD failed, but with the 
increased interest in materials more inclined to be damaged by the electron beam 
(i.e., inorganic–organic hybrids, organic and macromolecular crystals) these methods 
could not be set up as standalone techniques. The beam damage significantly limits 
data resolution and quality, the inaccurate intensities lead to high R-factors and the 
missing wedge reduces the data completeness. Thus, the structure determination 
was carried out with stepwise methods but other techniques were preferred to 
validate the structure (PXRD, NMR spectroscopy, etc.). Thanks to fast hybrid 
detectors, new acquisition methods were implemented and the reciprocal space 
started being sampled continuously (Figure 9b). Data acquisition methods based on 
continuous 3D ED protocols include continuous rotation electron diffraction (cRED)7, 
integrated electron diffraction tomography (IEDT)9, fast- automated diffraction 
tomography (fast-ADT)55 and microcrystal electron diffraction (MicroED)8. With these 
methods, the diffracted intensities are recorded on the camera over a certain 
exposure time while the goniometer continuously rotates at constant speed. With the 
continuous methods, the intensities are integrated over the exposure time, and thus 
are more accurate. Continuous 3D ED protocols have proven to be advantageous in 
the structure determination of MOFs as data collection can be performed at a high 
goniometer rotation speed with an electron dose rate of approximately 0.01 e-s-1Å-2. 
This means that the crystals can be illuminated for less than one minute and the 
beam damage drastically minimized, a considerable advantage for materials largely 
composed by organic constituents.  
 

 

 

Figure 9. (a) Stepwise and (b) continuous rotation methods for 3D ED data collection.  

 

The routine for structure solution and refinement for 3D ED is the same as for SCXRD, 
and the same software are oftentimes used to extract the intensities, solve and refine 
the structures. However, some key differences have to be kept in mind. First of all, 
the geometry of a TEM does not allow full rotation of the goniometer. Therefore, the 
combination of multiple datasets might be necessary for determining a structure. The 
second challenge are the dynamical effect. Despite the rotation of the crystal through 
a range of arbitrary orientations leads to less simultaneous observation of 
geometrically related reflections, dynamical effects do not vanish and affect the 
recorded intensities. At last, especially for organic, partially organic and porous 
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systems, despite the fast data acquisition time, the electron beam and the ultra-high 
vacuum damage the crystals during the data collection. 
Some parameters describe how much the abovementioned problematics are affecting 
the recorded intensities: 

• Resolution: It depends on many factors, dependent and not from the crystal. 
Based on my experience with MOFs, resolutions below 0.75 Å are hard to 
achieve. Beam/vacuum sensitive or low crystalline materials typically diffract 
weakly and at low resolutions (~1.1 Å and above). In this case, fine structural 
details are lost. 

• Completeness: It corresponds to the ratio of the unique data actually collected 
to the total number of possible reflections for the given crystal symmetry. For 
low symmetry crystals high completeness cannot be reached from one 
individual dataset. Beam and/or vacuum sensitive materials or poor crystalline 
samples will stop diffracting before the goniometer undergoes maximum 
rotation, therefore less diffraction patterns will be collected. 

• Signal to noise ratio (I/σ): It is a measure of the strength of the signal. It is 
difficult to define a minimum value of I/σ but experience suggests that below 
1.0, electron data should be considered as noise. Usually, sensitive/poor 
crystalline materials do not diffract strongly (low I/σ).   

• R internal (Rint): It is the merging residual value. It assesses the agreement 
between multiple measurements of a given reflection. The value grows in case 
of weakly diffracting and/ or disordered crystals. 
 

𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 =  ∑�𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜
2−𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜2(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠)|�
∑ |𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜2|

           (9) 

 

3.3.2 Isotropic and anisotropic refinement using 3D ED  
 

The integral of the intensities makes continuous 3D ED data more similar to x-ray 
data and, therefore, more suitable for structure refinement. However, refinement 
against continuous 3D ED data with a pure kinematical approximation results in high 
R-factors. Additionally, the problematics mentioned in section 3.3.1 generally are the 
cause of lower accuracy of the refined models and lower sensitivity to the structure 
details (partial occupancy, ADPs…). For this reason, the structures obtained by 3D 
ED tend to be refined against PXRD data. This is especially true for samples sensitive 
to the beam and the high vacuum and/or for poorly crystalline materials. The 
correctness of a structure refinement against 3D ED data is assessed similarly to x-
ray (see section 3.1). It is important to carefully evaluate the chemical and physical 
feasibility of the models, as the R-factors (R1, wR2) seldom goes below 0.20 and the 
Goof is always between 1 and 2. The R1 values, for all and strong reflections, are 
usually the most critical parameters for the evaluation of a refinement against 
electron data. Isotropic refinement is generally preferred as the transition from 
isotropic to anisotropic roughly doubles the number of parameters. Therefore, it 
might be difficult to achieve a reliable refinement in case of incomplete or low quality 
data. 
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In my research, special attention was given to the ADPs obtained after anisotropic 
structure refinement of MOFs. In this section some useful definitions that will be 
recalled later in the discussion are provided. 

• Principal mean-square atomic displacement: It is calculated from the atomic 
displacement parameters and corresponds to the magnitude of the 
displacement. When the refinement is performed isotropically the atoms are 
approximated to spheres and the mean-square atomic displacement is 
described by one tensor (Ueq). In case of anisotropic refinement, three tensors, 
eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3), which describe the displacement along the three-half 
axis of the ellipsoids can be calculated from the six components of the ADPs. 
Conventionally, λ1 is the displacement perpendicular to the bond direction, λ3 
is the displacement along the bond direction and λ2 is arbitrarily oriented at 
right angle to λ3. 

• Non-positive definite atoms (NPD): It refers to a displacement ellipsoid with a 
negative value of one or more of the three half-axes, therefore a negative 
value of λ1, λ2, λ3. This corresponds to an ellipsoid with a negative volume, 
which is physically meaningless. 

• Flat ellipsoids: The atoms are not NPD, but one or more tensor refine to a 
value equal or close to zero. As for the aforementioned case, this is physically 
meaningless.  

• Elongated ellipsoids: In many refinement programs, warning messages are 
given when the difference of the ratio λ1/λ3 of two bonded atoms sharing the 
same chemical environment overcome a standard value (usually set to 0.01 
Å2)56. Large values indicate elongated ellipsoids. The elongation can be 
attributed to disorder, dynamics or errors of various nature, therefore, it must 
be cautiously investigated.  
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4. Experimental methods 
 

4.1 Specimen preparation for 3D ED experiments 
 
 
The investigated MOFs were in powder form. The following basic procedure (Figure 
10) was applied for preparing the samples to be analyzed in the TEM. 
The powders were crushed in a mortar and dispersing it in a volatile solvent 
(ethanol/acetone). The suspension was diluted and some droplets were transferred 
to a holey carbon-coated copper grid. The degree of dilution of the suspension and 
the number of droplets to be transferred on the grid were considered optimal when 
a suitable crystal density (around 10 crystals per grid square) is obtained. This was 
evaluated under an optical microscope. The grid was loaded on single tilt (±60o) 
holders, which can operate at room (298K) or cryogenic (98K) temperature. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Schematic illustration of specimen preparation for MOFs in a powder form. 
The powder sample is crushed in a mortar and suspended in a volatile solvent. Drops 
of the resulting solution are deposited on a TEM grid for 3D ED measurement.  

 
 

4.2 The continuous rotation electron diffraction method 
(cRED) 
 

The continuous 3D ED protocol adopted in our lab at Stockholm University is the 
cRED method.  
The cRED data acquired in this thesis were collected in a JEOL JEM2100-LaB6 electron 
microscope operated at 200kV. The diffraction patterns were recorded with a 512 x 
512 Timepix hybrid pixel detector (55 x 55 μm pixel size, model QTPX-262k) from 
Amsterdam Scientific Instruments, while images were recorded with a Gatan Orius 
833 CCD camera. The software Instamatic7 was used for acquiring the diffraction 
frames. The software allows to track the crystal showing an image of it every N 
frames. This function is useful to control the position of the crystal and track it back 
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under the beam in case of drifting. This is achieved by applying a small defocus to 
every Nth image. If the defocus is large enough, this will show a view of the crystal 
in the aperture. To ensure a good balance between completeness and quality of the 
data, the following parameters are adopted during the data collection: exposure time 
0.5 s per frame, image interval N = 10 and goniometer speed 0.45o s-1. 

 

4.2.1 Data processing and structure determination 
 
The routine for structure solution and refinement is the same as for SCXRD, and the 
same software are oftentimes used to extract the intensities, solve and refine the 
structures. In this thesis, REDp57 was used for a first check of the datasets and 
determine the unit cell and space group of the crystal. XDS58 is then used for 
processing the data. The main steps of the data processing are illustrated in Figure 
11. Following the steps indicated in the menu of REDp, it is possible to reconstruct 
the 3D reciprocal space and, subsequently, to derive the unit cell. The unit cell can 
be derived either automatically by the program or manually. In case of noisy/complex 
patterns and/or weak intensities, the manual procedure is recommended, as the 
program might fail in retrieving the unit cell automatically. Both strategies were 
applied in this thesis. After the unit cell is determined, 2D slices of certain reciprocal 
lattice plains can be selected and indexed to determine the space group.  
XDS processing is based on a single input file XDS.INP which includes the settings of 
XDS and information of the dataset. After each data collection, Instamatic generates 
an XDS.INP file, in which the information related to the data acquisition (camera 
length, wavelength, oscillation range…) are automatically filled. Therefore, XDS can 
be run directly on this file to generate a CORRECT.LP file, in which the statistics of 
the data processing are included. After this first run, it is usually necessary to adjust 
some parameters in the XDS.INP, like data resolution and number of frame. The 
cross correlation coefficient between random half data sets, CC1/2, is used to estimate 
the resolution cutoff of the diffraction datasets. Subsequently XDS can be run again 
re-indexing the reflections introducing in the XDS.INP the space group and unit cell 
obtained from REDp. XDS after this step will provide a refined unit cell, which is 
usually more accurate and can be used to run another cycle. In theory, infinite 
number of cycles can be run. Once we are satisfied with the statistics, the output 
reflection file, HKL, can be converted to the desired format (SHELX, PDB…), using the 
XDSCONV convert program included in the XDS package. The integrated intensities 
are saved in the XDS_ASCII.HKL file. When high completeness cannot be reached 
from an individual dataset, for example for low symmetry crystals or beam/vacuum 
sensitive materials, multiple datasets have to be merge together. XSCALE, another 
program included in the XDS package, can be used for this purpose. An XSCALE.INP 
file includes the information about unit cell and space group, together with the paths 
of the XDS_ASCII.HKL files of the datasets we are interested in merging. After 
running a cycle, data statistics are generated. The compatibility between datasets is 
given by the correlations coefficients of the common reflection intensities CCI

59, which 
in case of good fit is above 0.9. As for XDS, it is possible to run several cycles before 
generating the HKL file.  
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Figure 11. Flow chart for cRED data processing using REDp and XDS. 

 
 
After the HKL file is obtained, the phase can be retrieved to calculate the electrostatic 
potential map using different programs. In this thesis, some of the programs included 
in the SHELX60,61 package were used. Specifically, SHELXS and SHELXT were used 
for structure solution and SHELXL for structure refinement. SHELXS is based on direct 
methods and applies an iterative refinement of numerical phases considering only 
the highest normalized structure factors (E values) derived from the observed 
intensities. This procedure reduces the computing time, therefore, is particularly 
suitable for solving structures of macromolecules. SHELXT employs the dual-space 
algorithm, testing all space groups in the specified Laue group to find the best fit to 
a map generated in P1. The methods is particularly successful for small-molecules. 
The program SHELXL make use of the least-square refinement. Scattering factor and 
wavelength for electrons should be used in the input file before running the 
refinement.  
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5. Structural studies of MOFs by cRED 
 

5.1 Structure investigation of a mesoporous crystal with 
giant unit cell (Paper I) 
 

5.1.1 Background 
 

MOFs can on occasion result in crystalline porous structures with giant unit cells (200 
000 -700 000 Å3) and pore diameter (>20 Å)62. MOFs also provide the unique 
advantage of having flexible rational design allowing full control of the architecture 
and functionalization of the pores. Here, the main difficulty lies in obtaining sample 
sizes suitable for structure determination by SCXRD, as the higher the cell volume 
the more difficult is to obtain large single crystals. PXRD is a powerful alternative, 
but it is often difficult to separate intensity data that arise from reciprocal-lattice 
planes with nearly the same spacing. In addition to that, it is hard to achieve data at 
atomic resolution with complex macromolecular structures. The structures of giant 
MOFs are usually predicted by simulation methods, although the high computational 
costs of these approaches impose limits on the system size and simulation times. In 
this section, I show how the cRED method could be successfully applied to determine 
ab initio and refine anisotropically the structure of MIL- 100 (Co- Ti), which exhibits 
a giant cubic cell (V= 443 479 Å3) and a unique hierarchical pore system ranging 
from micro- (∅ ≈10 Å) to mesopores (∅ ≈30 Å). The sample was synthesized by Ben 
Liu´s group, Sichuan University, by adopting a solvent-assisted approach using as 
the metal source Ti and Co salts, in ratio Ti: Co 1:2, and 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate 
(btc) linkers63. 

 

5.1.2 Structure solution and refinement of MIL-100 
 

TEM experiments were performed at room temperature. The crystals of MIL-100 had 
a truncated octahedral morphology with diameters of less than 2 μm (Figure 12). The 
TEM images showed that some crystals had smooth surfaces and sharp edges (Figure 
12a), while other ones exhibited fractured surfaces (Figure 12b) or were only 
available as fragments. Most of the crystal were weakly diffracting under the electron 
beam. Those crystals were sacrificed to adjust the strategy for a successful data 
collection on highly diffracting crystals.   
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Figure 12. TEM images of MIL-100. A crystal with sharps edges and smooth surfaces 
and a crystal with irregular edges and fractured surfaces are shown in (a) and (b) 
respectively. (Adapted from Paper I) 
 
The consequence of collecting single crystal diffraction data on materials with large 
unit cells is the overlap of the Bragg reflections. To separate the diffraction spots, a 
camera length typically used for investigating protein crystals was applied (80 cm on 
our instrument). Additionally, to achieve the suitable resolution for ab initio structure 
determination (i.e., lower than 1.3 Å for MOF crystals), data were acquired moving 
the central diffraction spot close to the bottom right corner of the detector. With this 
strategy, it was possible to collect data from four individual crystals, diffracting at a 
resolution between 1.04-1.3 Å. Some diffraction frames from the crystal diffracting 
at the highest resolution (below 1.1 Å) are shown in Figure 13.  

 

 

Figure 13. Examples of experimental diffraction patterns from MIL-100. In the red 
circles, the diffraction spots with highest resolution. The crystal from which the data 
were collected is shown in Figure 12a. (Adapted from Paper I) 
 

The first step of the structure solution consisted in the determination of unit cell 
parameters and space group, which was performed in REDp. The closeness of the 
diffraction spots required a reduction in the calculated area of the reflections, a 
parameter that can be easily adjust from the REDp menu by lowering the value of 
size in reflection appearance under 3D View Control. The unit cell was derived 
manually from the reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice, aligning the reflections along 
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the main reciprocal crystallographic axis a*, b* and c*. The angles α, β, γ were 
determined to be respectively 90.56O, 90.33O, and 90.88O. After assigning the 
directions, the distance between the reflections was calculated and determined to be 
a= 75.14 Å, b= 76.06 Å and c= 76.93 Å (Figure 14). The unit cell parameters were 
reasonably close to a cubic cell.  

 

 

Figure 14. Determination of the unit cell of MIL-100 in REDp. The 3D reconstructed 
reciprocal lattice of MIL-100 viewed along the (a) a*-axis, (b) b*-axis, and (c) c*-
axis. Color notation of the axis: a* red, b* green, c* blue. The crystal from which the 
data were collected is shown in Figure 12a. (Adapted from Paper I) 
 

From the 3D lattice, the reflection conditions could be deduced as hkl: h+k = 2n, h+l 
= 2n, k+l = 2n.  From the 2D slices h0l and hhl cut out from the 3D reciprocal lattice 
the reflection conditions could be deduced as h0l: h+l= 4n, h, l; hhl: h+l = 2n  (Figure 
15). Therefore, the possible space groups were Fd3� (No.203) and Fd3�m (No. 227), 
both centrosymmetric. The space group with highest symmetry, Fd3�m (No. 227), 
was chosen for solving the structure. 

 

Figure 15. 2D slices from the 3D reconstructed reciprocal lattice of MIL-100 showing 
the (a) h0l and (b) hhl planes. The crystal from which the data were collected is 
shown in Figure 12a. (Adapted from Paper I) 

 
The cRED data were processed to extract the intensities in XDS. The unit cell 
parameters were redefined to be a=b=c= 76.260(9) Å and α= β = γ= 90o. Ab initio 
structure solution was performed with SHELXS and full- matrix least squares 
refinement was carried out using SHELXL assuming kinematical intensities. All non-
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hydrogen framework atoms were refined without applying any geometrical restraint. 
H atoms were added geometrically. Due to the similarity of the scattering factors for 
electrons for Ti and Co (Figure 16), the metals could not be differentiate at the metal 
sites and, therefore, were constrained equating the xyz and Uij parameters with EXYZ 
and EADP respectively. The occupation factors for the metals were expressed 
considering the ratio of Ti and Co used during the synthesis (1:2).  
 

 
 
Figure 16. Electron atomic scattering factor f(θ) with scattering angle θ and 
wavelength λ for Ti and Co.  
 
The structure solution and isotropic refinement could be carried out for all crystals. 
All the crystals showed the MIL-100 topology62, with the metal ions occupying the 
center of three octahedra connected by a bridging μ3-O (Figure 17a), the trimers are 
located at the vertex of a supertetrahedra and connected through btc linkers (Figure 
17b). The arrangement of the supertetrahedra give rise to a complex cubic structure 
with cell volume in the range of protein crystals and pore diameters ranging from 10 
to 30 Å (Figure 17c).  
For one crystal it was possible to perform anisotropic structure refinement for all non-
hydrogen atoms. The crystallographic details are given in table 1. The refinement 
details for the other crystals can be found in Paper I (Table 1). 
Despite the large number of independent framework atoms, the anisotropic 
refinement converged toward R1 0.156 for 4296 unique reflections and R1 for all 0.196 
for 6880 all unique reflections, which are surprisingly good R-values for 3D ED.  
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Figure 17: a) trinuclear clusters composing the SBUs in MIL-100 b) SBUs arranged 
at the vertexes of a supertetrahedra c) structural model of MIL-100 viewed along 
[111]. Co in dark blue, Ti in light blue, O in red, C in grey. H atoms removed for 
clarity. (Adapted from Paper I) 

 

Table 1. Crystallographic details of MIL-100 (λ = 0.0251 Å) 

No. of merged datasets No merging 
Crystal system Cubic 
Space group Fd3�m (No. 227) 
a (Å) 76.260(9) 
Temperature (K) 298 
Resolution (Å) 1.10 
Number of total reflections 100648 
Number of total unique reflections 6880 
Number unique reflections (I>2 sigma(I)) 4296 
Number of parameters 516 
Number of restraints 0 
Completeness(%) 94.7 
Rint 0.273 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I))  0.156 
R1 for all  0.196 
Goof 1.447 

 

 

All the crystals showed a similar trend when refined isotropically. All the framework 
atoms had positive and reasonable values of Ueq (Paper I, figure S2). Only the 
terminally coordinated oxygen atoms at the metal site showed inflated spheres. 
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However the result was expected as the electrostatic potential at these sites is usually 
weak64.  
The ellipsoidal model of the supertetrahedra of the only crystal from which it was 
possible to carry out the refinement anisotropically is showed in Figure 18. The 
weakly bonded oxygen atoms are excluded from the discussion, as they showed the 
same problematics observed during the isotropic refinement. The ADPs refined to 
positive values and the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2 and λ3) showed similar value (Paper I, 
Figure S3), meaning that the ellipsoids resembled the shape of spheres. This behavior 
is consistent with the chemistry of the material, as the carboxylate groups of the btc 
linkers are fully coordinated with the metal sites. Therefore, no significant motion is 
expected to happen without an external stimulus.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Ellipsoidal model of the supertetrahedra. Co and Ti in dark blue, O in red, 
C in grey. The ellipsoids of the terminally coordinated oxygen, one trimer and H atoms 
are omitted for clarity. (Adapted from Paper I) 

 

5.1.3 Summary 
 

In conclusion, thanks to simple strategies applied during cRED data collection and 
structure determination procedure it was possible to solve ab initio and refine 
anisotropically the structure of MIL-100, a giant mesoporous MOF with cell volume in 
the range of protein crystals. The cRED method confirms to be a useful tool for solving 
structures that cannot be easily analyzed by SCXRD or PXRD. Additionally, the result 
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presented here opens the way for intensifying the synthesis of new porous solid with 
giant pores and potential new applications.   

 

5.2 The complex structure of M-HAF-2: an isostructural 
family of weakly diffracting MOFs (Paper II) 
 

5.2.1 Background 
 

To construct a robust porous framework, most MOF scientists rely on the combination 
of carboxylate- or azole-based linkers and polynuclear metal clusters as SBUs. An 
alternative approach is to use organic linkers with chelating motifs to build single-
metal nodes. The hydroxamate is a bidentate chelating motif naturally found in 
bacterial siderophores65, which enables exceptionally stable coordination to Fe3+. 
Despite high selectivity and binding affinity between hard transition metal ions (Fe3+, 
Ga3+ and Al3+) and hydroxamate chelating groups, only four66-69 MOFs based on 
hydroxamate ligands have been reported. Additionally, only two65,66 of them result in 
3D framework structures by direct synthesis.  
The first reported Fe-hydroxamate-based MOF (Fe-HAF-1)67 was synthesized in Akiff 
Tezcan´s group, University of California, San Diego. The MOF is constructed by 
biphenyl tetrahydroxamic acid (H4BPTH) and an isolated Fe3+ in octahedral geometry. 
In attempt to extent its pore aperture and create an isoreticular MOF, a longer linker 
(terphenyl tetrahydroxamic acid, H4TPTH) was synthesized and replaced H4BPTH in 
the synthesis17. Parallel synthesis was also carried out using Ga and In salts as the 
metal source. Unexpectedly, a new series of MOFs, M-HAF-2 (M= Fe, Ga, In), was 
obtained. Due to the small crystal sizes, the cRED method was applied for single 
crystal structure determination. In this section I report how thanks to the cRED 
method it was possible to obtain a detailed structure of Fe-HAF-2 and expand our 
knowledge on bonding interactions of non-standard ligands.  

 
5.2.2 Structure solution and refinement of M-HAF-2 
 

All members of the M-HAF-2 (M= Fe, Ga, In) family crystallized in rod shaped 
microcrystals, 5–20 μm in size (Figures 19a-c). The microcrystals of all members of 
M-HAF-2 were determined to be isostructural using PXRD (Figure 19d). 
The presence of non-crystalline phases and the wide crystal size distribution detected 
from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) resulted in a non-optimal quality of the 
PXRD patterns for structure determination and refinement. Therefore, the cRED 
method was applied to determine the crystal structure of Fe-HAF-2.  
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Figure 19. SEM images of (a) Fe-HAF-2 (b) Ga-HAF-2, and (c) In-HAF-2. (d) PXRD  
(λ =1.54178 Å) patterns of M-HAF-2 (M= Fe, Ga, In) (Adapted from ref 17 with 
permission from the Royal Chemical Society, copyright 2022). 
 
 
The cRED experiments were performed on Fe-HAF-2, initially at room temperature. 
It was possible to notice after a first screening in the TEM that most of the crystals 
were not diffracting and the few analyzable crystals diffracted to only a very low 
resolution (2 Å). Moreover, the goniometer could be tilted just for a couple of degrees 
before the diffraction spots totally disappeared. In order to make the crystals diffract 
for a longer time under the electron beam and minimize damage from high vacuum, 
data collection was performed in cryo-conditions (298 K). In this way, it was possible 
to tilt the goniometer of around 60o and acquire approximately 220 diffraction frames 
before the crystals stopped diffracting. Two out of six crystals showed diffraction at 
a resolution below 1.05 Å. The strong scattering rings generated by the ice 
contamination were covering the weak intensities generated from the material. 
Therefore, when the 3D reciprocal space was reconstructed in REDp, all the peaks 
had to be included. The reflections were aligned manually to get the unit cell 
parameters, determined to be a= 18.51 Å, b= 18.36 Å, c= 16.74 Å, α = 90.96O, β= 
91.56O, γ= 119.01O. From the lattice parameters it could be deduce that the MOF 
could crystallize in a trigonal or hexagonal crystal system. The reflection conditions, 
deduced from the systematic absence in the 2D slices cut from the 3D reciprocal 
lattice, were hℎ�l: l=2n; 00l: l= 2n (Figure 20). It is worth mentioning that the weakest 
reflections were removed from the 2D slices for deducing correctly the space group. 
The possible space groups were P3c1 (No. 158), P3�c1 (No. 165) P63cm (No. 185), 
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P6�c2 (No. 188) and P63/mcm (No. 193). The |E2-1| statistic was near the expected 
value for a centrosymmetric crystal (|E2-1|= 0.916), which restricted the possible 
space groups to P3�c1 (No. 165) and P63/mcm (No. 193).  
 
 

 

Figure 20. a) The reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice of Fe-HAF-2 along the [001] 
direction. 2D slices show the (b) hℎ�l, and (c) hhl planes. (d) The crystal from which 
the dataset was collected. (Adapted from ref 17 with permission from the Royal 
Chemical Society, copyright 2022). 

 

The collected data were indexed in turns in both space groups, applying the lattice 
parameters refined from XDS, a=b= 18.200(3) Å, c = 16.170(3) Å. Pawley fitting of 
PXRD was performed to further refine the lattice parameters (a=b= 18.263(2) Å, c= 
16.177(2) Å).  
The structure of the MOF was solved ab initio in SHELXT and refined by SHELXL, 
adopting a kinematical approach. The structure could be solved by merging with 
XSCALE the two datasets obtained from the crystals diffracting at the highest 
resolution, precisely 0.98 Å and 1.03 Å. The refinement was unstable when the space 
group P63/mcm (No. 193) was used to refine the structure, while it could be refined 
in P3�c1 (No. 165). Therefore, the trigonal crystal system was adopted to solve and 
refine the structure. The crystallographic details are available in table 2. The R1 for 
all reflections (0.328) was considerably higher than the R1 for strong reflection 
(0.209).  The results is not surprising, as the diffraction patterns consisted mainly of 
weak reflections, mostly covered by the strong scattering rings generated from 
randomly oriented ice crystals.  
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Table 2. Crystallographic details of Fe-HAF-2 (λ = 0.0251 Å) 
No. of merged datasets 2 
Crystal system Trigonal 
Space group P3�c1 (No. 165) 
a, c (Å) 18.200(3) , 16.170(3) 
Temperature (K) 98 
Resolution (Å) 1.10 
Number of total reflections 8841 
Number of total unique reflections 1634 
Number unique reflections (I > 2 sigma(I)) 612 
Number of parameters 111 
Number of restraints 22 
Completeness(%) 93.6 
Rint 0.257 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I))  0.209 
R1 for all  0.329 
Goof 1.324 

 

Despite the noise and the weak intensities, it was possible to solve and refine the 
structure against cRED data and reveal the unique multimodal interconnectivity and 
topology of the framework. Whereas Fe-HAF-1 displays the default topology of 
twisted boracite (tbo) and solely consists of coordination bonds between Fe3+ and 
BPTH linkers, Fe-HAF-2 shows an unusual topology of interpenetrated hcb-a net 
(Figure 21). The structure is a porous (∅ 16 Å) 3D framework composed of 2D 
hexagonal layers interpenetrated along the -c axis.  
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Figure 21. Assembly of BPTH or TPTH with 3-connected SBUs lead to tbo net (Fe-
HAF-1) or hcb-a net (Fe-HAF-2). Fe in orange, O in red, N in blue, C in grey. H atoms 
removed for clarity (Adapted from ref 17 with permission from the Royal Chemical 
Society, copyright 2022). 
 
Interestingly, in the structure of Fe-HAF-2, only two hydroxamic groups per linker 
coordinate with Fe3+. The coordination consists of a single node in an octahedral 
geometry, which forms the 2D layers. By measuring the atomic distances, it was 
possible to notice that the remaining “free” hydroxamate groups per linker were H-
bonded with the metal-coordinated sites within the layers (N⋯O = 2.6 Å and O⋯O= 
2.6 Å) and between the layers (N⋯O = 3.2 Å). In between the layers, π–π–stacking 
of the phenyl rings was also observed (Figure 22).The intralayer weak interactions 
thus generate a continuously bonded 3D framework. 
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Figure 22. (top) Connection within the 2D layers: the Fe-based single metal nodes 
and the hydrogen-bonding interactions between metal-coordinated and free 
hydroxamic acid group (N⋯O = 2.6 Å and O⋯O= 2.6 Å). (bottom) Connection 
between the layers: hydrogen-bonding interactions between metal-coordinated and 
free hydroxamic acid group (N⋯O = 3.2 Å), π-π stacking between the TPTH linkers. 
Fe in orange, O in red, N in blue, C in grey. H atoms removed for clarity (Adapted 
from ref 17 with permission from the Royal Chemical Society, copyright 2022). 

 

5.2.3 Post-synthetic metal exchange of M-HAF-2 
 

The uncoordinated hydroxamate groups in the structure of Fe-HAF-2 open the 
possibility for a postsynthetical metalation. Therefore, an attempt of treating M-HAF-
2 with an excess of Fe3+ was performed. The PXRD patterns obtained after the 
postsynthetic treatment were equivalent to those for the as synthesized materials, 
meaning that the framework structure remained unchanged. However, the color of 
the powder sample Ga-HAF-2 changed from white to red after treatment with Fe3+ 
and the inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) results gave an 
extent of transmetallation ranging from 79 to 95%, depending on the starting amount 
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of FeCl3 used in the synthesis. The result revealed a post-synthetic metal exchange 
(PSE) at the SBUs.  
The scattering factors for electrons for Ga and Fe are too similar to each other, 
therefore, electron diffraction experiments are not able to distinguish the two metals 
in the SBUs (Figure 23).  
 

 
 

Figure 23. Electron atomic scattering factor f(θ) with scattering angle θ for Ga and 
Fe. 
 
To test if cRED data could provide insights about the PSE, the structure of Ga-HAF-2 
+FeCl3 (Ga:Fe , 1:5) was investigated. However, full datasets could be collected only 
from three crystals, one of which allowed to carry out complete structure 
determination. The result suggested that the PSE affected the overall crystallinity. 
The only crystal from which the structure could be successfully solved by cRED did 
not show changes in the framework and its connectivity from the as synthesized 
material. The crystallographic details are available in table 3. 
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Table 3. Crystallographic details of Ga-HAF-2 + FeCl3 (λ = 0.0251 Å) 

Number of merged datasets No merging 
Crystal system Trigonal 
Space group P3�c1 (No. 165) 
a, c (Å) 18.200(3) , 16.170(3) 
Temperature (K) 98 
Resolution (Å) 1.01 
Number of total reflections 4561 
Number of total unique reflections 1540 
Number unique reflections (I > 2 sigma(I)) 449 
Number of parameters 117 
Number of restraints 15 
Completeness(%) 90.1 
Rint 0.194 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I))  0.203 
R1 for all  0.355 
Goof 1.217 

 

 

5.2.4 Summary 
 

The cRED method was applied to solve the structure of the isostructural family of 
MOFs M-HAF-2. Insight on the structural details revealed that the 3D framework of 
M-HAF-2 is the result of various cooperative interactions, namely metal- linker 
coordination, π- stacking and H-bonding. Compared to conventional MOFs, M-HAF-2 
is reminiscent of materials with properties between MOFs and hydrogen-bonded 
organic frameworks. The study represents yet another example of the power of the 
cRED method for structure determination of micrometer-sized MOFs. Additionally, 
despite the resolution being around 1.1 Å and the low number of strong unique 
reflections, the structure could be successfully refined against cRED data gaining 
detailed information on the bond distances of the weak interactions in the framework.   
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6. Study of disorder and linker flexibility by cRED 
 

6.1 Application of cRED on UiO-67/MIL-140C (Paper III) 
 

6.1.1 Background 
 

The convoluted interplay between the reagents at specific synthesis conditions makes 
the controlled and reproducible synthesis of MOFs a complicated task. Systematic 
studies for exploring the interdependence between the synthesis components are 
essential for a reliable recognition of the driving forces during crystal growth and for 
tuning structure and properties of the material. The synthetic control and 
reproducibility play a crucial role for MOFs used in heterogeneous catalysis68, as the 
defects arising from synthetic and post-synthetic treatments modifies the stability 
and the catalytic activity of the materials.   
In this context, Karl Petter Lillerud´s group, University of Oslo, started a study on 
the synthesis-property correlation of UiO-67, made of Zr as the metal source and 
4,4′-biphenyl dicarboxylate (bpdc) linkers. The conditions for reproducible synthesis, 
the concentration of defects and their role in the catalytic properties of the material 
at that time were well known for the isoreticular UiO-6669, but scarce literature was 
available for UiO-67. To fill this gap, the group performed a systematic study to 
explore the perfect ratio Zr:linker:modulator:solvent to obtain nearly defect-free 
UiO-67. With this study, they were able to successfully demonstrate that a 
concentrated synthesis (i.e., using the minimal amount of dimethylformamide) 
reduces the linker vacancy defects70. Interestingly, during a first screening of the 
synthetic conditions they realized that reducing the amount of water, used as a co-
solvent, a second crystalline phase with plate-like morphology was obtained. Since it 
is not unusual that the same starting reagents can give rise to MOF crystals with 
different structures, the presence of a new MOF was postulated but the structure 
could not be solved because of the heavy peak overlap in the PXRD. As crystals from 
what traditionally would have been considered as powder sample by x-ray standards 
can be handled as single crystals in the TEM, the multiphasic sample arrived to our 
group to collect cRED data from the plate-like phase and solve its structure. However, 
as it often happens in science, new questions might arise, and the focus of the project 
can shift to another direction. An anomalous behavior at refinement of the bpdc linker 
was detected and carefully investigated. Thanks to a deep literature study and 
extensive experimental work, the observed behavior was reconnected to linker 
librations, an important property of MOF crystals responsible for control of the 
physical and adsorption properties of the materials. In this section I report the ab 
initio structure determination by cRED of UiO-67 and the plate-like phase, coexisting 
in mixture, and the journey necessary to prove the occurrence of linker dynamic. 
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6.1.2 Structure solution and refinement of the plate-like phase 
 

From the SEM micrographs of the mixture, well-defined octahedral-shaped crystals, 
UiO-67, and plate-like crystals belonging to a second phase, could be distinguished 
(Figure 24a). The PXRD (Figure 24b) patterns recorded for mixtures synthesized with 
variable amounts of water (from 3 to 9 eq) showed that extra peaks, indicated by 
the stars, generated by the plate-like phase disappeared by increasing the amount 
of water during the reaction. PXRD also showed that the peak-overlap made the 
identification of the second phase extremely complicated. The sample investigated in 
the TEM is the isomeric mixture UiO-67/plate-like phase obtained when 3eq of water 
are used for the synthesis. These conditions were proven to be optimal for obtaining 
high crystalline and near defect-free UiO-6770.  

 

Figure 24. a) SEM image of UiO-67/plate-like crystal, synthesized using 3eq of water. 
b) PXRD of UiO-67 synthesized using variable amount of water. The stars indicate 
the peaks of the plate-like phase. (Adapted from ref 18 with permission from the 
American Chemical Society, copyright 2021). 

 

cRED data were collected from the plate-like crystals at room temperature. The 
difficulty of the crystal overlap, very common among crystals with plate-like 
morphology, could be overcome by acquiring data varying the selected area aperture 
for including only small portions of individual crystals at time. A total of 30 datasets 
were collected from individual crystals. During the data collection, some weak diffuse 
scattering was observed but it was considered negligible and only the Bragg 
reflections were used for structure determination. After data collection, the space 
group and unit cell parameters were determined in REDp. The unit cell parameters 
of the plate-like crystals were determined as a = 31.47 Å, b = 15.57 Å, c = 7.99 Å, 
α = 90.88°, β = 101.26°, and γ = 89.2°, reasonably close to a monoclinic cell. The 
unit cell was subsequently refined through XDS as a = 32.360(7) Å, b = 15.800(3) 
Å, c = 7.910(2) Å, α = 90°, β = 103.00(3)° and γ = 90°. The reflection conditions, 
evaluated from the 2D slices cut from the reconstructed 3D reciprocal lattice (Figure 
25), could be deduced as hk0: h+k = 2n; h0l: h,l = 2n and 0k0: k = 2n. Among the 
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resulting four possible space groups, C2 (No. 5), Cc (No. 9), Cm (No. 10) and C2/c 
(No. 15), the centrosymmetric space group C2/c (No. 15) was selected (normalized 
structure factor <| E2-1 |> statistics 0.968). 

 

 

Figure 25. 2D slices cut from the 3D reciprocal lattice reconstructed from the cRED 
data of the plate-like crystals showing the (a) hk0 and (b) h0l planes. The weak 
streaks along a*-axis are a result of the diffuse scattering. The inset in (b) shows the 
crystal from which the cRED data was collected. (Adapted from ref 18 with permission 
from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2021). 

 

Intensities extraction in XDS was performed for 3 individual crystals, which were 
subsequently merged together in XSCALE to reach a completeness of around 80.1%. 
The structure was solved ab initio with the dual-space algorithm implemented in 
SHELXT and refined anisotropically with a full- matrix least squares technique in 
SHELXL assuming kinematical intensities. H atoms were placed geometrically. The 
second phase with plate-like morphology crystals was determined to be MIL-140C71, 
a structure that has already been published but could not be solved ab initio by PXRD. 
The reported structure was built using molecular modeling based on the experimental 
unit cell parameters, without structure refinement. Therefore, the refinement against 
cRED data was performed to deposit the structure file in the Cambridge 
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC). Full crystallographic details are available in 
Table 4.  
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Table 4. Crystallographic details of MIL-140C (λ = 0.0251 Å) 

No. merged datasets 3 
Crystal system Monoclinic 
Space group C2/c (No. 15) 
a, b, c (Å) 32.360(7), 15.800(3), 7.910(2)   
β 103.00(3)O 
Temperature (K) 298 
Resolution (Å) 0.80 
Number of total reflections 19810 
Number of total unique reflections 3079 
Number unique reflections (I > 2 sigma(I)) 2083 
Number of parameters 186 
Number of restraints 35 
Completeness(%) 80.1 
Rint 0.244 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I)) 0.169 
R1 for all  0.210 
Goof 1.458 

 

 

As shown in Figure 26, the structure of MIL-140C is made of repeating tetramers of 
Zr polyhedral (Zr-oxo chains) connected by bpdc linkers. Half of the bpcd linkers in 
the structure connect the Zr-oxo chains along the [110] and [1−10] directions, linker 
1, and the other half connects the chains along [010], linker 2. Therefore, there are 
two unique bpdc linkers in structure unit. The eye-catching result was the difference 
in elongation of the displacement ellipsoids between the nonaxial carbon atoms in 
linker 1 and the other carbon atoms in the structure; these ellipsoids were twice as 
elongated in the out-of-plane direction than the other ellipsoids in the structure. The 
result suggested a deviation from the mean position of the nonaxial carbons of linker 
1. By measuring the distance between linker planes, it was possible to notice that 
the distance between a pair of linker 2 was 3.9 Å, which is in the range of π-π 
interactions. A rotational motion of linker 2 would imply the complete loss of the π 
system delocalization between the phenyl rings, which was unlikely. Chemical 
intuition suggested that the lack of π stacking might make linker 1 able to perform 
some kind of rotational motion.  
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Figure 26. Ellipsoidal structure model (50% probability) of MIL-140C obtained after 
refinement against cRED data. The model is viewed along the [001] direction. Zr in 
blue, O in red, C in grey. H atoms removed for clarity. (Adapted from ref 18 with 
permission from the American Chemical Society, copyright 2021). 

 

The flexible nature of MOFs allows partial or complete rotation of the linkers (see 
section 2.1). ADPs, which in the atomic model are represented by displacement 
ellipsoids, obtained by standard diffraction experiments are a useful tool for assessing 
the presence of dynamic phenomena (see section 3.1.1). It is also true that the ADPs 
obtained after refinement against electron data are generally not trusted because 
structures refined against electron data are considered inaccurate compared to those 
obtained from SCXRD experiments. However, the flexible nature of MOFs, the 
elongation of the nonaxial carbon atoms of linker 1, the spatial freedom surrounding 
linker 1 and the small ellipsoids of the π-stacked linkers were fitting all too well in 
the bigger picture of molecular motion. Therefore, I decided to set aside the theory 
of inaccuracy of refinement against electron data and investigate carefully the option 
of dynamic motion of the molecular fragment. This work is described in the next 
section.   

 

6.1.3 Probing displacement disorder and linker flexibility in UiO-
67/MIL-140C 
 

The topic of linker flexibility in MOFs at that time was new for my group and, more 
in general, unexplored by electron crystallographers. It was clear that to plan a solid 
experimental work, an extensive literature research was needed and that this 
research could not be restricted to published studies in the electron diffraction field. 
The concatenated steps of the literature search and the key information that helped 
planning the experimental work can be summarized as following:  

• X-ray diffraction studies: Ways to model the information related to motion 
obtained from SCXRD studies on crystals of various nature have been 
extensively investigated72. However only few studies on MOFs exists73,74. The 
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key information gained from this search was that the dimension of molecular 
dynamics could be added to the usual results of single-crystal structure 
analyses by diffraction. 

• Dynamic of MIL family: To the best of my knowledge, studies focused on the 
investigation of dynamics on MIL-140C were not available in literature, but 
soft modes at room temperature attributed to libration of the terephthalate 
linkers were reported for MIL-4775, MIL-5375,76 and MIL-140A77. Interestingly, 
for MIL-140A, which is isoreticular to MIL-140C, the librational motions in the 
material were revealed only for the linker connecting the Zr-oxo chains along 
the [110] and [1−10] directions, exactly as in my own experiments the 
elongation of the ellipsoids was restricted to linker 1. Additionally, a common 
theme among these studies was individuated: the use of ssNMR analyses to 
provide insight of the motion. Despite no studies on motions were available 
for MIL-140C, the published experiments on the rotation of terephthalate 
linkers for similar materials made me think that the same kind of motion could 
be involved in our MOF. Moreover, the first step of the experimental plan was 
set up: the synthesis group at the University of Oslo prepared a pure batch of 
MIL-140C to be used for ssNMR analysis. 

• Dynamic of bpdc linkers: A key information gained during the literature review 
was that, under the same steric effects, the energetic rotational barriers78 in 
MOFs are intrinsically determined by the linker molecules, with no significant 
variations caused by metal center or crystal lattice. Therefore, to gain 
information about the motion of bpdc linkers my research was expanded to 
MOFs not belonging to the MIL family. Despite that dynamics of MOFs built 
from bpdc linkers are poorly investigated, two studies on UiO-67 were found. 
The first one was a work from Lillerud´s group79, aimed at determining the 
extent of missing linker defects in the structures of UiO-66 and UiO-67. UiO-
67 did not show missing linker defects, but the authors reported irregularities 
in the electron density map around the bridging oxygen in the Zr6O4(OH)4 
octahedron and the nonaxial carbon atom. These anomalies, attributed to 
displacement disorder and librational motion respectively, were modeled by 
the authors splitting the atoms in two separate positions. The second work 
was a computational study from Hobday et al.80, in which the dynamical linker 
disorder was modeled to explain the experimental evidence of stability under 
pressure of the framework. These studies provided information on the 
dynamics of bpdc linkers but more importantly suggested the key idea to 
validate my previous observations. If the structure of UiO-67 could be solved 
and refined by cRED and the ADPs obtained from cRED data were in 
agreement with the previously published results, it would be possible to use 
the observation on UiO-67 as a valid benchmark for the original observation 
on MIL-140C and to support the validity of cRED data for probing molecular 
motions in crystals. 

 

Therefore, cRED data from UiO-67 were collected at room temperature. Data at 
atomic resolution could be collected from 3 crystals. Space group and unit-cell 
parameters were determined in REDp. The unit cell parameters of the octahedral 
crystals are determined as a = 26.51 Å, b = 26.30 Å, c = 26.04 Å, α = 90.56°, β = 
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90.93°, and γ = 90.57°, subsequently refined in XDS as a = b = c = 26.880(3) Å, α 
= β = γ 90°.  The reflection conditions could be deduced as hkl: h+k = 2n, h+l = 2n, 
k+l = 2n; 0kl: k,l = 2n; hhl: h+l = 2n and 00l: l = 2n (Figure 27), leading to the 
possible space groups F23 (No. 196), Fm3� (No. 202), F432 (No. 209), F4132 (No. 
210), F4�3m (No. 216), and Fm3�m (No. 225). The | E2-1 | statistics of 0.919 reduced 
the choice to the centrosymmetric space groups Fm3�  (No. 202) and Fm3�m (No. 225), 
among which the one with higher symmetry was chosen. The structure could be 
solved ab initio from all datasets, but one crystal was selected for subsequent tests. 
Crystallographic details of this crystal are available in Table 5. 

 

 

Figure 27. 2D slices from the 3D reconstructed reciprocal lattice of UiO-67 showing 
the (a) h0l and (b) hhl planes. The 3D reconstructed reciprocal lattice of UiO-67 
viewed along the (c) c*-axis, (d) b*-axis, and (e) a*-axis. The inset shows the crystal 
from which the dataset was collected. (Adapted from ref 18 with permission from the 
American Chemical Society, copyright 2021). 
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Table 5. Crystallographic details of UiO-67 (λ = 0.0251 Å) 

No. of merged datasets No merging 
Crystal system Cubic 
Space group Fm3�m (No. 225) 
a, b, c (Å) 26.880(3)   
Temperature (K) 298 
Resolution (Å) 0.90 
Number of total reflections 8388 
Number of total unique reflections 703 
Number unique reflections (I > 2 sigma(I)) 404 
Number of parameters 40 
Number of restraints 6 
Completeness(%) 100 
Rint 0.323 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I))  0.215 
R1 for all  0.250 
Goof 1.461 

 

The structure of UiO-67 consists of Zr6O4(OH)4 octahedra connected by bpdc linkers. 
From the anisotropic structure obtained after refinement against cRED data it is 
possible to notice elongated ellipsoids of some atoms in the structure, namely O1, 
C3, C4 and C5 (Figure 28). The model was compared with the structure obtained by 
SCXRD in two steps. First, the differences of the atomic positions between cRED and 
SCXRD data were calculated (table 6). Subsequently, the trend of the ADPs was 
compared superimposing the structure obtained by cRED to the structure obtained 
by SCXRD (Figure 29). 
It is possible to notice that the cRED data for UiO-67 yielded good agreement with 
the published SCXRD data. Major differences of the atomic positions are observed 
only for the bridging oxygen (O1) and the nonaxial carbons (C3, C4). This is due to 
the fact that the difference of the atomic position is calculated from the atom centers, 
and in the SCXRD model these atoms are split because of the disorder and the 
librations, respectively. 
 
 

 
Figure 28. Ellipsoidal model (50% probability) of UiO-67 obtained from cRED data. 
Zr in blue, O in red, C in grey. H atoms removed for clarity. 
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Table 6. Differences of the atomic positions in UiO-67 refined against cRED and 
SCXRD data.  
 

Atoms  Difference of the atomic position (Å) 
Zr1 0.0101(5) 
O1a 0.251(5) / 0.362(5) 
O2 0.0159(8) 
C1 0.021(1) 
C2 0.018(1) 
C3 0.34(4) 
C4 0.32(3) 
C5 0.025(1) 

aIn the structural model obtained by SCXRD, O1 was split and modeled as disordered. The 
difference of both the atomic position is reported.  
 

 

 

Figure 29. Superimposed ellipsoidal model (50% probability) of UiO-67 obtained from 
cRED (transparent) and SCXRD (solid) data. H atoms and atomic bonds removed for 
clarity. Zr in blue, O in red, C in grey. (Adapted from ref 18 with permission from the 
American Chemical Society, copyright 2021). 

 

As for SCXRD, the refinement of ADPs from cRED data revealed the out-of-plane 
elongation of the displacement ellipsoids, attributed to the librational motion of the 
bpdc linkers. Additionally, the elongation observed for the ellipsoid of O1 had the 
same spatial coverage of the disordered bridging oxygen modeled in two positions in 
the refinement against the SCXRD data. The elongation of C5, similar to C3, can be 
explained with a ligand movement across the horizontal mirror plane, as also 
observed by Hobday et al80. Therefore, the atomic coordinate comparison and the 
superimposed model show that the structure obtained by cRED was reliable and 
accurate at the finest details as that obtained by SCXRD. 
It is worth mentioning that the elongation for the same atoms was detected for all 
the analyzed crystals of UiO-67. A plot of the eigenvalues calculated from the ADPs 
of the 3 crystals of UiO-67 is provided in figure 30. The crystals are named crystal 1, 
2 and 3. From figure 30 it can be noticed that the value of λ1 for O1 is increased 
compared to λ1 for O2 for the three crystals, consequently of the displacive disorder. 
Similarly, the λ1 for C3 and C4 is consistently higher than λ1 for C1 and C2, 
consequently of the linker libration. The plots in figure 30b and c, belonging to crystal 
2 and 3 respectively, show that some atoms refined to a negative value of the λ3 
tensor, but without changing the observed trend of the ADPs. For this reason, the 
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crystal not showing atoms marked as NPD (Figure 30a), crystal 1, was used for the 
comparison with SCXRD data (see table 5 for crystallographic details). The 
crystallographic details of crystal 2 and 3 are available in table 7. 

 

Figure 30. Eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, and λ3) calculated from the ADPs of the atoms of 
three different crystals of UiO-67 at 298 K. (a) Crystal 1, (b) crystal 2 and (c) crystal 
3. 

 

Table 7. Crystallographic details of crystal 2 and 3 of UiO-67 (λ = 0.0251 Å) 

Dataset no. 2 3 
Crystal system Cubic 

Fm3�m (No. 225) 
26.880(3) 

298 
0.90 

Space group 
a, b, c (Å) 
Temperature (K) 
Resolution (Å) 
Number of total reflections 6338 6492 
Number of total unique reflections 855 732 
Number unique reflections (I > 2 sigma(I)) 564 402 
Number of parameters 40 40 
Number of restraints 6 6 
Completeness(%) 99.6 95.4 
Rint 0.243 0.377 
R1 (I > 2 sigma(I))  19.98 0.249 
R1 for all  0.238 0.291 
Goof 1.591 1.552 

 

 

Without a deposited ellipsoidal model to use for comparison, a better understanding 
of the structural details of MIL-140C was gained solving and refining the structure 
from more crystals. Additionally, data were collected also at cryogenic temperature 
(98 K) in a cryo-holder. In total, 9 datasets from individual crystals were used to 
solve and refine the structure at each temperature. The individual datasets were 
merged together in group of three, obtaining 3 merged structures per temperature. 
Per each temperature, the average of the eigenvalues of the ADPs among the merged 
datasets was calculated together with standard uncertainties. In Figure 31 is shown 
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a plot of the result for the nonaxial carbons of linker 1 and linker 2. The first 
observation was that no significant changes in the structural details could be 
appreciated at different temperatures. The second observation was that both linkers 
had larger λ1 values than λ2 and λ3, consistent with the higher mobility that the 
atoms had perpendicularly to the bond direction.  In addition, while the λ2 and λ3 
values were similar among the carbon atoms in linker 1 and 2, the λ1 values were 
two times larger for linker 1 than for linker 2. This was attributed to the π-π stacking 
observed for linker 2, which restricts the motion and results in reduced λ1 values. On 
the other hand, there were enough free volume around linker 1 to perform rotation 
around the molecular axis.  

 

 

Figure 31. Ellipsoidal model (50% probability) of (a) linker 1 and (b) linker 2 in MIL-
140C. (c) Eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, and λ3) at 298 and 98 K calculated from the ADPs of 
the nonaxial carbon atoms in linker 1 (C3, C4, C6, and C7) and linker 2 (C10, C11, 
C14, and C15). (Adapted from ref 18 with permission from the American Chemical 
Society, copyright 2021)  
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With the detailed refined structure of MIL-140C in hand and a pure batch of the 
material, it was possible to perform ssNMR. The studies suggested the absence of 
large amplitude motions and clarified that small-amplitude libration were the origin 
of the molecular motions in MIL-140C (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 32. Representation of librational motion (indicated by the arrows) of linker 1 
in MIL-140C. Zr in blue, O in red, C in grey. H atoms and atomic bonds removed for 
clarity. (Adapted from ref 18 with permission from the American Chemical Society, 
copyright 2021). 

 

 

6.1.4 Summary 
 

The novel results emerged in this study are:  

• The ab initio structure solution of MIL-140C. While the MOF and its topology 
were known, the structure was not determined experimentally so far. 

• The refinement of ADPs from cRED data for UiO-67 and MIL-140C. From the 
high level of detail provided by the refinement, it was possible to deduce that: 

o The bdpc linkers in UiO-67 are librating and the bridging oxygen in the 
Zr6O4(OH)4 display an elongated ellipsoid ascribable to displacement 
disorder. Previous structural data via SCXRD on UiO-67 showed 
evidence of libration and structural disorder for the same species. The 
ADPs obtained from cRED data for UiO-67 were in agreement with the 
disordered structural model obtained by SCXRD. 

o There are two linkers in the asymmetric unit of MIL-140C: one linker 
has significant librational motion and one linker is much less mobile. The 
observation makes chemical sense, as one linker is π stacked and one 
linker is surrounded by void space. The ssNMR analysis confirmed 
further the observation and clarified the type of motion occurring in the 
structure. 
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This study represents the first example of probing dynamics at an atomic level by a 
3D ED protocol and also prove again that the cRED method has incomparable 
advantages in the study of nano-scale crystals and phase mixtures. Further 
improvements are undoubtedly needed to make the method more robust and apply 
3D ED methods as an extension of spectroscopic work.  

 

6.2 Study of the ADPs of MOFs obtained by cRED data 
(Paper IV) 
 

6.2.1 Background 
 

The accurate determination of the ADPs and the development of methods and models 
to deduce motion and disorder from these parameters have been the object of many 
SCXRD and neutron diffraction analyses72. For 3D ED, scarce information about the 
ADPs obtained after structure refinement are scattered through the literature but 
these parameters have never been the main focus of a study. The reason might be 
attributed to the fact that our knowledge about ADPs is much less secure than our 
knowledge of molecular geometry. For SCXRD, it is known that ADPs are difficult to 
interpret because experimental errors and/or wrong treatment of the data find their 
way into ADPs. When a structure is solved by electron data, isotropic refinement is 
usually preferred. My research on UiO-67/MIL-140C, was the first work that made 
use of the ADPs obtained from 3D ED data to gain information about linker dynamic 
in MOFs. Some comments on the reliability of the ADPs of submicron-sized crystals 
analyzed by 3D ED can be found in previous works on minerals81 and zeolites82. 
Studies in which the dynamical refinement81 was applied showed that unreasonably 
elongated ellipsoids or negative values of one or more tensors are still encountered 
for some atoms but the reasons were not individuated and no solutions were 
suggested to make the models physically sensible. Ellipsoidal models are the starting 
point to gain information about interesting phenomena, like disorder and dynamics, 
and to address the material towards specific applications. Additionally, the 
correctness of the ellipsoidal models is of key importance to deposit physically 
sensible models in structure databases. The fact that useful information can be 
derived from the ADPs obtained by 3D ED may open up new possibilities for studying 
disorder and dynamic in zeolites, MOFs, organic and macromolecular crystals that do 
not grow large enough for SCXRD analysis. Inspired by this future prospective and 
motivated by the encouraging results obtained working on UiO-67 and MIL-140C, I 
decided to move a step forward in the analysis of the ellipsoidal models obtained 
after refinement against cRED data.  
In this section, I present a systematic study on the interpretation of the ADPs of three 
MOFs: ZIF-EC1, MIL-140C and Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc). The structures obtained after 
structure validation against cRED data assuming a kinematical approximation were 
analyzed and the comparison of the results allowed the selection of some optimal 
strategies to obtain physically sensible ADPs. The limitations of the method at the 
current stage will also be presented.  
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6.2.2 Inspection of the ellipsoids  
 
To evaluate the physical meaning of a structure, a visual inspection of the ellipsoids 
before restraining/constraining the model can be very informative in pointing at 
problems of various nature or in highlighting dynamic and disorder. As already 
mentioned in section 3.3.2, the volume of the ellipsoids has to be positive. A negative 
or close to zero value of the volume is physically meaningless. The unreasonable 
elongation and inflation of the displacement ellipsoids are also sign of incorrectness 
of the model or other problems. The similarity among bonded atoms with the same 
chemical environment should also be kept in mind. The components of the ADPs of 
two bonded atom should be equal along the bond direction (Hirshfeld rigid-bond 
test)83, within a given standard uncertainty (usually set to be 0.001 Å2)56. It is 
reasonable to extent the same reasoning for the out-of-plane components. For 
bonded atoms with the same chemical environment, both magnitude (Figure 33a) 
and orientation (Figure 33b) of the ellipsoids are supposed to be similar. In simple 
words, atoms that are bond to one another and are surrounded by the same chemical 
environment would behave similarly (i.e. move in similar directions with 
approximately the same amplitude). The statement is true for rigid and dynamic 
systems. A deviation from this behavior is a sign of poor data quality, strong disorder, 
wrong data treatment and/or incorrectness of the model. In this study, the ADPs 
were freely refined and their correctness was assessed according to the 
abovementioned criteria.  
 

 
 

Figure 33. Displacement ellipsoids for adjacent atoms that (a) top: do not have the 
same magnitude, bottom: do have the same magnitude, (b) top: do not point to the 
same direction, bottom: point to the same direction.   
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6.2.3 Materials: ZIF-EC1, MIL-140C, Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 
 
In this section I will provide a description of the MOFs selected for testing and a 
summary of the information already existing in literature for these materials.  
ZIF-EC159, MIL-140C18, and Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc)84 are MOFs with structures that are 
already known and have previously been studied in our group (Figure 34). In 
appendix, table A1, a summary of the structural information is provided. For all the 
materials, the individual datasets were collected from different crystals.  

• ZIF-EC1: This material is a dense structure that crystallizes in the monoclinic 
space group- P21/c (No. 14). The framework consists of a Zn2N6(OH) cluster 
coordinated to three deprotonated 2-methylimidazole (mIm-) linkers and one 
ZnN4 mononuclear cluster coordinated to four mIm- linkers. The previous 
work59 performed in our group concerned the influence of the completeness on 
the structural models. The average deviation from reference atoms (ADRAs) 
was used as the quality indicator. The ADPs were not freely refined and their 
physical meaning was not discussed. For this project, only the best diffracting 
datasets from the previous project were included (6 datasets in total).  

• MIL-140C: The structure of the MOF is described in section 6.1.2. The 
description of the previous published work can be found in section 6.1.1-6.1.4. 
While the previous study18 focused on proving the validity of cRED data on 
probing motion in crystals, in this work a more systematic investigation to 
improve the ellipsoidal models was performed. From the 30 cRED datasets 
collected, the 19 diffracting below 0.90 Å were selected.  

• Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc): This MOF has a porous structure and crystallizes in a 
tetragonal crystal system, P42/nmc (No. 137). The framework consists of 
Ga(OH)2O4-polyhedra connected through naphthalene-1,4-dicarboxylate (ndc) 
linkers. Two square-channels of different diameters provide enough free 
volume around the linker to allow rotation (see section 2.1). The structure 
deposited in the CCDC database from the previous work84 does not provide the 
ADPs, as the structure was refined against PXRD. For this project, all the 
collected datasets, 8 in total, were used to generate ellipsoidal models and 
compare the refinement.  

 
 

 
Figure 34. (a) ZIF- EC1 along c-axis, (b) MIL-140C along c-axis, (c) Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 
along c-axis. Zn in green, Zr in cyan, Ga in yellow, O in red, N in pink and C in grey. 
H removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper IV). 
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6.2.4 Structure refinement of ZIF-EC1 and MIL-140C 
 
6.2.4.1 Ellipsoid almodels from individual datasets 
 

The refinement details (Table 8) for the individual datasets of ZIF-EC1 showed that 
the R values are similar among the datasets and were not high as is common for 
electron diffraction. This is generally a sign of good quality data. The plot of the 
average eigenvalues (Figure 35) showed similarity among the datasets in the values 
of the tensors.  

 

Table 8. Refinement details for individual datasets of ZIF- EC1 

Dataset no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Resolution (Å) 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.77 0.81 
No. of Total reflections 9291 5092 5511 6502 5299 3935 
No. Unique reflections 3755 3427 3112 3132 2370 2189 
No. Unique reflections (I >2sigma(I)) 2080 1897 1783 1874 1297 1495 
Completness 72.2% 58.3% 57.6% 53.5% 47.1% 44.5% 
I/σ 3.69 4.67 3.86 4.85 4.09 5.15 
Redundancy 2.47 1.48 1.77 2.07 2.24 1.80 
R1 (I>2sigma(I)) 0.212 0.187 0.206 0.195 0.178 0.179 
R1 (all reflections) 0.250 0.2394 0.2471 0.236 0.233 0.2104 
Parameters 309 309 309 309 309 309 
Restraints 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Rint 0.150 0.0691 0.1133 0.0886 0.1172 0.0884 
wR2 0.505 0.488 0.4925 0.489 0.459 0.456 
GooF 1.42 1.53 1.452 1.59 1.39 1.60 
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Figure 35. Average eigenvalues and their standard deviations of the individual 
datasets of ZIF-EC1. The inset is the ellipsoidal model of ZIF-EC1, with atom labels. 
ADPs are shown at the 50% probability level. Zn are shown in green, O in red, N in 
pink and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

The ellipsoidal models for individual datasets (Figure 36) were not corresponding to 
the criteria that qualify a model as physically sensible. Dataset 1 (Figure 36a), 
showed the best result even though ellipsoids of carbon atoms in the mIm- ring point 
to different directions. The result was attribute to the higher completeness of this 
dataset compared to other ones. Interestingly, a visual inspection of the models and 
the comparison of the eigenvalues calculated from the ADPs did not highlight any 
strong anisotropy. The observation seemed to be consistent with the structural 
attributes of ZIF-EC1, a dense phase in which there is not enough free volume to 
allow rotation of the linkers.  
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Figure 36. Ellipsoidal models of ZIF-EC1 obtained from the individual datasets. (a) to 
(f) correspond in order to the dataset from 1 to 6. ADPs are shown at the 50% 
probability level. Cubes correspond to NPD atoms. Zn are shown in green, O in red, 
N in pink and C in grey.  H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

Regarding MIL-140C, the refinement details (appendix, table A2) of the 19 individual 
datasets showed high variability of the R values, ranging from 0.168 to 0.288. This 
difference in the data quality was also reflected in the plot of the average eigenvalues 
(Figure 37). However, the datasets showed a consistent trend of the ADPs among 
the datasets but high variability in their values.  
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Figure 37.Average eigenvalues and their standard deviations of the individual 
datasets of MIL-140C. The inset is the ellipsoidal model of MIL-140C, with atom 
labels. ADPs are shown at the 50% probability level. Zr are shown in cyan, O in red 
and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

From the ellipsoidal models, it was possible to confirm the consistency of the trend 
for individual datasets (Figure 38). Smaller ellipsoids consistently belonged to the Zr-
oxo chains and the bpdc linker involved in the π- stacking. Elongation in the out-of-
plane direction could be appreciated only for the off-axis carbon atoms of the dynamic 
linker. The trend was in agreement with the structural attribute of the structure 
discussed in section 6.1.2 but none of the final ellipsoidal model was matching the 
standard of correctness mentioned in section 6.2.2. Interestingly, the NPD atoms 
were mostly located in the rigid parts of the structure (Zr-oxo chain, π-stacked 
linker), while the ellipsoids of the dynamic fragment suffered more from inconsistent 
magnitude, especially along the bond, and directionality.  It was also possible to 
notice that these problems were more severe in the datasets with poorest data 
quality.  
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Figure 38. Ellipsoidal models of four individual datasets of MIL-140C. (a) 1, (b) 11, 
(c) 2, (d) 16.  ADPs are shown at 50% probability level. Cubes correspond to NPD 
atoms. Zr in cyan, O in red and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted 
from Paper IV). 

 

6.2.4.2 Strategies to improve the model  
 

A high data-to-parameter ratio is required to ensure precise and reliable ADPs. To 
reach the data-to-parameter ratio necessary for anisotropic structure refinement 
(approximately 10:1), the completeness of the data has a crucial role. When low 
symmetry crystals are the object of the investigation, merging multiple datasets is, 
therefore, a necessary practice. Both for ZIF-EC1 and MIL-140C, the individual 
datasets were merged together but different selection criteria were adopted for each 
material. 
Considering the similar data quality of the individual datasets of ZIF-EC1, merging 
was conducted including all datasets (datasets 1m). Subsequently, one dataset at a 
time was removed, starting with the individual dataset showing lowest completeness 
(dataset from 2m to 4m). Finally, the two datasets with highest completeness were 
merged together (dataset 5m). From the refinement tables (Table 9), it was possible 
to notice that all merging strategies were beneficial, regardless the number of 
included datasets. The R1 for all reflections decreased significantly compared to 
refinement against individual datasets, while R1 for strong reflections was constantly 
below 0.190. The completeness also increased.  
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Table 9. Refinement details for merged datasets of ZIF-EC1 

 
 
 
The improvement in the data quality could be also noticed from the ellipsoidal models 
(Figure 39). The first improvement was the absence of NPD atoms or zero-volume 
ellipsoids. Bonded atoms were also showing more similar ellipsoids, both for 
magnitude and direction. Generally, the ellipsoids of all atoms showed a more 
isotropical behavior. The three eigenvalues had, in fact, a similar value, which made 
them resemble a sphere. The result was in agreement with the nature of a dense 
structure, in which the atoms tend to be packed and do not show strong anisotropy 
in one direction. The ellipsoidal models confirmed that every merging strategy was 
beneficial for obtaining more physically sensible ADPs. Therefore, the increment of 
completeness was the key for improving the ellipsoidal models. It is worth mentioning 
that a significant improvement could be also observed respect to the best individual 
dataset (dataset 1). When the individual datasets 1 and 2 were merged together 
(dataset 5m), it was not registered as a substantial increase of completeness, but 
the directionality of bonded ellipsoids of the linker improved and a more isotropical 
behavior could be appreciated for the whole model. The improvement was attributed 
to the higher data quality reached after merging. 
 

Merged dataset 1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 
Individual datasets used for merging All datasets 1-5 1-4 1-3 1,2 
Resolution (Å) 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 
No. of Total reflections 35748 31813 26518 20160 15007 
No. Unique reflections 5092 4998 4989 4434 4262 
No. Unique reflections (I >2sigma(I)) 3914 3739 3684 3127 2794 
Completness 89.1% 87.4% 87.3% 77.6% 74.5% 
I/σ 5.54 5.18 4.83 4.74 4.47 
Redundancy 7.02 6.37 5.31 4.55 3.52 
R1 (I>2sigma(I)) 0.181 0.176 0.176 0.183 0.186 
R1 (all reflections) 0.202 0.199 0.201 0.213 0.220 
Parameters 309 309 309 309 309 
Restraints 45 45 45 45 45 
Rint 0.168 0.169 0.166 0.166 0.148 
wR2 0.472 0.438 0.438 0.452 0.456 
GooF 1.68 1.19 1.17 1.21 1.21 
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Figure 39. Ellipsoidal representation of ZIF-EC1 models obtained from the merged 
datasets. (a) to (e) correspond in order to the merged (m) datasets from 1m to 5m. 
ADPs are shown at 50% probability level. Zn in green, O in red, N in pink and C in 
grey. H atoms are removed for clarity (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

Considering the benefit of a fuller completeness, even for MIL-140C all the datasets 
were merged together (dataset 1m, refinement details in Table 10). However, the 
ellipsoidal models (Figure 40a) showed that the increase in completeness was not 
sufficient for improving the model. The carbon and oxygen atoms of the π-stacked 
chain were NPD or the ellipsoids had zero-volume. Also, in the dynamic fragment the 
ellipsoids were unreasonably flat in the bond direction. The not negligible variability 
in the data quality of the individual datasets of MIL-140C was probably responsible 
for the problematics in the ellipsoidal model.  
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Table 10. Refinement details for merged datasets of MIL-140C 

Merged dataset 1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 
Individual datasets used for merging All datasets 1-10 11-19 11-15  16-19 
Resolution (Å) 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
No. of Total reflections 80052 44278 35667 22018 13544 
No. Unique reflections 3874 3797 3263 2933 2835 
No. Unique reflections (I >2sigma(I)) 3042 2867 2386 2067 1987 
Completness 96.0% 94.1% 80.9% 76.7% 70.3% 
I/σ 6.83 5.46 6.43 5.31 5.49 
Redundancy 20.7 11.7 10.9 7.51 4.78 
R1 (I>2sigma(I)) 0.205 0.249 0.152 0.165 0.155 
R1 (all reflections) 0.228 0.269 0.188 0.207 0.191 
Parameters 186 186 186 186 186 
Restraints 17 17 17 17 17 
Rint 0.318 0.310 0.211 0.212 0.156 
wR2 0.514 0.580 0.441 0.452 0.438 
GooF 1.97 2.14 1.62 1.58 1.55 

 

The most important quality indicators for solved and refined structures against 
electron data are usually the R1 values, R1 for strong reflections and R1 for all 
reflections. The effect of weak reflections was recognized to be only marginal on 
ADPs71, therefore, the R1 for strong reflections was selected for guiding the merging 
process. Refinement details are available in table 10. In the attempt of improving the 
ellipsoidal model, the individual datasets were grouped for similarity of R1 value: 
datasets with R1>0.20 (dataset 2m, Figure 40b), datasets with R1<0.20 (datasets 
3m, Figure 40c). The ellipsoidal models showed a significant improvement only when 
the dataset with R1<0.20 are included. Despite the lower completeness, the ellipsoids 
of the dynamic linker well described the out-of-plane motion and also their magnitude 
was comparable. Some atoms marked as NPD and flat ellipsoids could be detected in 
the π-stacked linker, in which the atoms are consistently smaller, but the ellipsoidal 
model overall was undoubtedly improved compared to the models generated by the 
dataset 1m and 2m. To test if it was possible to improve further the ellipsoidal 
models, the individual datasets included in the datasets 3m were divided in two 
groups: datasets with 0.18<R1<0.20 (dataset 4m, Figure 40d), datasets with 
R1<0.18 (dataset 5m, Figure 33e). The ellipsoidal models showed some disk-like or 
significantly reduced in size ellipsoid for the carbon atoms of the π-stacked linker, 
but none of the atoms were NPD. Some difference in directionality of the ellipsoids in 
the dynamic fragment could be detected for 5m.  
In summary, even for MIL-140C merging was necessary to improve the ellipsoidal 
models. After merging, the directionality of the ellipsoids of the dynamic linker 
improved, allowing the clear identification of an out- of-plane motion. The number of 
atoms refining to negative or zero volume also reduced. The best merging strategy 
in this case was obtained when the datasets with R1>0.20 were excluded. Therefore, 
the data quality of the individual datasets had to be considered when merging and 
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the R1 for strong reflections proved to be a key parameter for efficiently excluding 
datasets that were reducing the correctness of the final model. 

 

Figure 40. Ellipsoidal models of MIL-140C obtained from the merged datasets viewed 
along the b-axis. (a) to (e) correspond in order to the merged (m) datasets from 1m 
to 5m. ADPs are shown at 50% probability level. Cubes correspond to NPD atoms. Zr 
in cyan, O in red and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper 
IV) 
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6.2.5 Structure refinement of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 
 

6.2.5.1 Ellipsoidal models from individual and merged datasets  
 

The previous published work84 on Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) does not contain information 
about the flexibility of the ndc linker. Additionally, in the structure file connected to 
this work deposited in the CCDC database, ADPs are not provided.  
Full refinement details for the 8 datasets processed in this study are available in Table 
11. All crystals were diffracting at high resolution (0.8 Å) and the completeness was 
consistently above 90%, as expected for high- symmetry structures. The plot of the 
average eigenvalues showed that the tensors for the same atoms had similar values 
(Figure 41). 

 

Table 11. Refinement details for individual datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 

Dataset no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Resolution (Å) 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
No. of Total reflections 12124 12518 13118 12619 12064 13155 12713 12189 
No. Unique reflections 1671 1683 1687 1664 1664 1664 1684 1679 
No. Unique reflections (I >2sigma(I)) 1288 1233 1166 1031 1290 1313 1160 1150 
Completness 99.0% 99.7% 99.9% 98.6% 98.6% 98.6% 99.8% 99.5% 
I/σ 6.13 4.71 4.21 5.02 5.15 5.28 6.35 4.92 
Redundancy 7.26 7.45 7.75 7.57 7.26 7.91 7.49 7.30 
R1 (I>2sigma(I)) 0.188 0.199 0.213 0.188 0.210 0.190 0.221 0.184 
R1 (all reflections) 0.207 0.228 0.248 0.247 0.233 0.212 0.252 0.214 
Parameters 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 
Restraints 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rint 0.164 0.229 0.237 0.213 0.218 0.212 0.205 0.208 
wR2 0.471 0.483 0.480 0.489 0.495 0.452 0.532 0.447 
GooF 1.71 1.61 1.55 1.57 1.71 1.57 1.85 1.47 
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Figure 41. Average eigenvalues and their standard deviations of the individual 
datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) . The inset is the ellipsoidal model of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc), 
with atom labels. ADPs are shown at 50% probability level.  Ga in yellow, O in red 
and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity. (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

The eye-catching result was the elongation of the ellipsoids of the carbon atoms C3, 
C5 and C6, consistent among all datasets. From the ellipsoidal models it was possible 
to notice that the elongation of these atoms was directional, as the ellipsoids were 
consistently pointing outside the linker plane. While C6, C5 and C3 were pointing 
outside the linker plane, C1, C2 and C4 were slightly tilted in the direction of the C1-
C1 axis. A visual exemplification is provided in Figure 42. This observation combined 
with the structural attributes of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc), was suggesting that the ndc linker 
could undergo rotation. Because of the square channels, there is enough void space 
in the framework for rotation around the C1-C1 axis. Considering that 3D ED data 
can probe motion, but not elucidate it yet, the type of motion cannot be specified 
(large amplitude motion or libration). However, the high resolution of the data, the 
already proven ability of 3D ED data to probe motion and the structural attributes of 
the MOFs, make me confident in stating that the ndc linkers in Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) are 
dynamic.  
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Figure 42. a) Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) along the c-axis with labelled atoms; (b) and (c) 
illustrate the rotational motion in Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc). ADPs are shown at 50% 
probability level. Ga in yellow, O in red and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity 
(Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

After finding a reasonable explanation for the observed elongations, the ellipsoidal 
models obtained after refinement against individual datasets were analysed (Figure 
43).  Interestingly, half of the models, Figure 43a-d, did not show atoms marked as 
NPD. In the other half of the models, Figure 43e- h, the atoms marked as NPD are 
concentred in the most constrained part of the structure: the C1-C1 axis and the 
oxygen atoms in the metal nodes. Within each model, the ellipsoids showed 
consistency in magnitude and directionality.  
Another important observation was that, despite in half of the models some atoms 
refined to a negative value of the λ3 tensors, the information about the rotation of 
the ndc linker is preserved.  
For high-symmetry crystals, merging is not a necessary procedure as long as they 
are not set to extreme starting values of data-to-parameters ratio. However, to test 
if it was possible to improve the ellipsoidal models, two attempts of merging were 
performed: all the datasets (1m, Figure 44a) and only the datasets from 1-4 (2m, 
Figure 44b) were merged. Refinement details are available in table 12.  
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Table 12. Refinement statistics for merged datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 

Merged dataset 1m 2m 
Individual datasets used for merging All datasets 1-4  
Resolution (Å) 0.80 0.80 
No. of Total reflections 100473 50368 
No. Unique reflections 1688 1688 
No. Unique reflections (I >2sigma(I)) 1672 1635 
Completness 100% 100% 
I/σ 11.88 9.47 
Redundancy 43.0 7.30 
R1 (I>2sigma(I)) 0.205 0.206 
R1 (all reflections) 0.211 0.208 
Parametere 86 86 
Restraints 0 0 
Rint 0.249 0.235 
wR2 0.558 0.548 
GooF 2.64 2.47 

 
 
The first attempt was performed to try to define a positive volume for the atoms 
marked as NPD. The second attempt was performed to see if more structural details 
could be gained by merging only the datasets that provided the best ellipsoidal 
models. The ellipsoidal models showed that the refinement against dataset 1m 
generated more atoms marked as NPD and zero volume ellipsoids. The refinement 
against dataset 2m did not provide any visible improvement of the model. It is worth 
mentioning that in both cases the refinement tables did not show any anomalous 
value. In short, in this case, merging was not proven to be a successful strategy for 
the improvement of the ellipsoidal models.  
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Figure 43. Ellipsoidal models of the individual datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc): (a) to 
(h) correspond in order to the dataset from 1 to 8.  ADPs are shown at 50% 
probability level. Cubes correspond to NPD atoms. Ga in yellow, O in red and C in 
grey. H atoms are removed for clarity (Adapted from Paper IV). 
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Figure 44. Ellipsoidal of merged datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc): (a) 1m, (b) 2m. ADPs 
are shown at 50% probability level. Cubes correspond to NPD atoms.  Ga in yellow, 
O in red and C in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity (Adapted from Paper IV). 

 

 

6.2.5.2 Strategy to improve the model and limitations of the method 
 

Among all the possible reasons for an atom to become NPD, one is incorrect scaling. 
For Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc), it could be observed that in the models showing atoms marked 
as NPD, the ellipsoids were overall smaller. Additionally, as previously mentioned, 
the atoms showing NPD behaviour were the atoms more constrained in the 
framework, which normally show reduced values of the tensors. Therefore, some 
questions naturally arose: was the problem coming from discrepancies between the 
refined and the actual ADPs? What if the entire scaling was wrong and the overall 
scale factor (osf or first variable) is underestimated? If this was the case, multiplying 
the first variable for a certain number would lead to much more realistic ellipsoids.  
The program SHELXL, used for all my refinements, itself estimates a suitable value 
of the osf (first value after the command FVAR in the input file) that cannot be 
changed externally85. Therefore, to understand if the osf could be underestimated, 
an indirect way to modify it had to be found. Additional free variables can be related 
to atomic parameters, like atomic coordinates and the Ueq, and can be used to fix 
these values and not refine them at all. Considering that the isotropic refinement of 
Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) did not generate atoms refining to negative values of the tensors, 
a way to increase the osf could lie on the isotopic refinement of one or more atoms 
in the structure. The Ueq value for these atoms could be fixed with an additional free 
variable, while the refinement could be run anisotropically for all the other atoms in 
the structure. The Ga atom was chosen to run a first test. The Ga atom is the heaviest 
atom in the structure and it is probably the one contributing the most to the 
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intensities. Additionally, there is only one unique Ga atom in structure. The following 
steps were executed: 

• Step 1: For the 8 individual datasets, all atoms were refined anisotropically, 
except the Ga. The Ga atom was refined isotropically. One Ueq per dataset was 
obtained. 

• Step 2: The Ueq obtained for the Ga atoms were compared and the highest 
value was picked. 

• Step 3: The individual datasets which previously showed atoms marked as 
NPD, dataset 4-8, were refined again against the Ueq selected in the previous 
step for the Ga atom. The Ga atom was left isotropic and its Ueq value was 
kept fixed during the refinement 

• Step 4: The ellipsoidal models were analysed again  
A comparison of the Ueq obtained for each Ga atom (Step 1) is provided in Figure 45. 
The dataset in which the Ga atom was refining to the highest Ueq was dataset 4. The 
obtained value, Ueq= =0.2901 Å2, was used for the refinement described in Step 3.  
 
 

 
Figure 45. Isotropic ADPs, Ueq, for Ga calculated from each individual datasets of 
Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc). 

 
 
Subsequently, the ellipsoidal models of the individual datasets 4-8, were generated 
(Figure 46). In the new ellipsoidal models all the atoms were positive definite and no 
disk-like ellipsoids could be detected. The value of the osf also increased (Table 13). 
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Figure 46. Projections along the c-axis of the individual datasets of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) 
refined against Ueq (Ga)=0.2901 Å2: (a) to (d) correspond in order to the dataset 
from 5 to 8. ADPs are shown at 50% probability level. Ga in yellow, O in red and C 
in grey. H atoms are removed for clarity.   
 
 
 
Table 13. Original osf for the anisotropic refinement of Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc) and osf 
obtained after fixing Ueq (Ga)=0.2901 Å2. 

Dataset 
(No.) 

osf  osf  
Ueq(Ga)=0.2901 Å2 

5 23.50715 32.85081 
6 25.10511 33.69081 
7 19.33019 20.34068 
8 21.70164 28.49149 

 
 
In conclusion, an underestimated osf might be one of the reasons behind atoms going 
NPD. However, further testing to make the observation more robust are needed. Our 
group is currently working in the direction of gaining a better understanding of this 
problem and developing strategies to correct the scaling. At the moment, when the 
completeness is high and the resolution is around 0.8 Å, the only strategy for 
obtaining ellipsoidal models with no atoms refining to negative values of the tensors 
seems to be selecting the dataset that does not cause the problematic, therefore, a 
data collection from multiple crystallites is required. The use of restraints/constraints 
is also justified.  
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6.2.6 Summary 
 

In this chapter I presented the analysis of the ellipsoidal models obtained after 
anisotropic structure refinement against cRED data of three MOFs: ZIF-EC1, MIL-
140C and Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc). All the structures were refined adopting a kinematical 
approximation for the calculated intensities. Through merging tests and the 
comparison of the output of refinement the key results emerged are: 

• For ZIF-EC1 and MIL-140C, low symmetry crystals, the ellipsoidal model can 
be improved merging together multiple datasets. The best result was obtained 
when the individual datasets with the lowest R1 value are merged. By applying 
this strategy, the number of atoms marked as NPD is reduced and the 
ellipsoids are physically sensible. 

• For Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc), high symmetry crystal, correct ellipsoidal models could 
be obtained directly from some individual datasets. Different merging 
strategies lead to an incorrect model or a model with no appreciable changes 
from the one obtained by an individual dataset. All the datasets investigated, 
individual and merged, showed that in all cases the information related to the 
dynamic of the ndc linker are preserved and the decreased correctness only 
concerns the number of atoms refining to negative values of the tensors in 
the structure. The underestimation of the osf was identified as one of the 
cause of atoms to go NPD. An investigation in this direction has begun. The 
collection of multiple datasets from individual crystals is at the moment the 
only optimal strategy available for obtaining improved ellipsoidal models.   
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7. Conclusions 
 

 

The work included in this thesis outlines the strengths of the cRED method for the 
analysis of nanocrystalline MOFs and the advancement in the refinement against 
cRED data.  In total, six MOFs are presented and for each of them it was possible to 
successfully solve and refine the structures. More complex features like displacive 
disorder and motion could also be revealed.  
The structure of MIL-100, a MOF with a unit cell in the range of macromolecules, 
could be solved ab initio and all the non-hydrogen atoms were successfully refined 
anisotropically against cRED data. The model is identical compared with that obtained 
from previous studies, confirming the reliability of structures determined by cRED.  
The cRED method was also successful in determining the structure of Fe-HAF-2 and, 
consequently, in deriving the structure of the M-HAF-2 series of MOFs (M= Fe, Ga, 
In). Despite the weakness of the reflections, the structure could be solved ab initio 
and refined against cRED data. The technique also provided accurate information on 
the intricate coordinative interactions giving rise to the complex 3D network of the 
MOFs.  
Moving on, the ADPs obtained after cRED data collection and refinement were 
analyzed and insights on displacive disorder and dynamics in MOFs were gained. A 
careful investigation of the elongated ellipsoids encountered in the structures of UiO-
67 and MIL-140C after refinement against cRED data revealed that the ADPs obtained 
by cRED are useful and can provide information on disorder and motion. The analysis 
of the ADPs was further extended with a systematic study of the ellipsoidal models 
obtained after refinement against cRED data on ZIF- EC1, MIL-140C and Ga(OH)(1,4-
ndc). Through various refinement tests, it was established that in case of low 
completeness, merging the datasets showing the lowest R1 value is an optimal 
strategy to obtain physically sensible ADPs. The number of atoms marked as NPD 
can be reduced (or eliminated) and the ellipsoids are in accordance with the criteria 
established by the rigid-bond theorem. The study proved that obtaining reliable 
structural model from cRED data is not a rare achievement but something that 
everyone can obtain if the best practice is applied.   
To finalize, accurate structure models of beam sensitive materials like MOFs can be 
obtained from the cRED studies. When high quality data are available, ADPs can be 
studied and subtle features like displacive disorder or motion can be successfully 
revealed. The work included in this thesis is another step forward to establish the 
cRED method as a standalone technique for structure analysis by diffraction and I 
hope that more chemical crystallographer will choose this method for solving and 
refining their nanocrystalline structures.  
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Future Perspectives 
 

 

This thesis focuses on demonstrating the accuracy and reliability of the cRED method 
for the structure determination of MOFs, with particular attention on anisotropic 
structure refinement and analysis of motion and disorder. The work proved that in 
many cases the acquisition of synchrotron or PXRD data might not be necessary, as 
detailed information on the framework structure could be obtained even from cRED 
data by applying a pure kinematical approach during refinement. However, 
improvements are needed to make the cRED method more powerful and to start 
research in areas that have been unexplored by electron crystallographers.  
A necessary development concerns the sample preparation. Crystals stable in air but 
sensitive to the beam and high vacuum of the TEM can be analyzed by loading the 
grid onto a cryo-holder and performing the data collection at cryogenic temperature. 
This strategy has proven to be beneficial in some cases and allow complete data 
collection. However, for the investigation of covalent-organic frameworks (COFs), H- 
bonded organic frameworks (HOFs) and MOFs with big pores that might collapse if 
exposed to high-vacuum, the method is not always effective. The same problem 
applies for air-sensitive synthetic crystals. The development of new sample 
preparation methods is fundamental to expand our knowledge of the structures of 
crystals sensitive to different environments (air, moisture, vacuum, etc…).  
More studies and discussions on the ADPs obtained after refinement against 3D ED 
data are required. The studies presented in this thesis show that it is possible to use 
the information “stored” in the ADPs to gain insights on disorder and motion. The 
kinematical treatment of the intensities ignores the multiple scattering events caused 
by the dynamical effects. However, studies in which the dynamical refinement 
method was applied report the refinement of some atoms to negative values of the 
tensors and/or unreasonably elongated ellipsoids. To understand the cause behind 
the behavior, more refinement against electron data and accurate analysis of the 
output of the refinement (not only from a geometrical point of view) is required. Only 
in this way it would be possible to expand our knowledge on ADPs and share robust 
methods and strategies to improve the ellipsoidal models.  
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 

Metallorganiska ramverk (MOFs för ”Metal-organic frameworks”) är en typ av 
kristallina, permanent porösa material som består av organiska molekyler som länkar 
ihop metall joner eller oorganiska kluster till ett närverk. Under åren har tiotusentals 
MOF-strukturer utvecklats för tillämpning inom gaslagring och separering, katalys, 
kemisk avkänning, jonbyte och läkemedelsleverans. En av de mest fascinerande 
egenskapernas hos MOFs ligger i deras flexibla karaktär som, bland annat, möjliggör 
för utvidgning och sammandragning av de porösa nätverken. På grund av deras 
kristallina natur har röntgendiffraktion länge varit standardmetoden för 
strukturbestämning, men många MOFs kan endast erhållas som nano- eller 
mikrometerstora kristaller och är därmed för små för att analysera med 
enkristallröntgendiffraktion (SCXRD). Det är dessutom inte ovanligt att deras 
komplexa strukturer ger upphov till svårtolkade pulverröntgendiffraktions (PXRD) 
mönster. Utöver detta så kan pulvrets kristallinitet variera avsevärt på grund av 
närvaron av icke-kristallina faser och isomera former. Tredimensionella 
elektrondiffraktionsmetoder (3D ED-metoder) har visat sig vara ett kraftfullt verktyg 
för att övervinna begränsningarna av röntgendiffraktion och har möjliggjort 
strukturbestämning av en mängd olika MOFs. Tack vare att elektroner interagerar 
mycket starkare med material än röntgenstrålar (ungefär 104 gånger starkare) så 
kan de användas för att studera kristaller som är 108 gånger mindre i volym än vad 
som är möjligt att studera med röntgenstrålar. Dessutom utförs analysen i ett 
elektronmikroskop, vilket gör det möjligt att erhålla både bilder och diffraktionsdata 
från samma prov, vilket ger en mängd information om de individuella kristalliterna. 
Således kan kristaller som traditionellt skulle ha betraktats som pulverprov enligt 
röntgenstandarder, nu hanteras som enkristaller i elektrondiffraktion. Detta ger även 
den unika fördelen att studera flera faser inom samma prov. Utvecklingen av nya 3D 
ED-metoder har förkortat datainsamlingstiden och förbättrat datastatistiken. Detta 
har möjliggjort snabb datainsamling från ett stort antal kristaller, vilket ytterligare 
utökar utbudet av material som kan undersökas. I denna avhandling beskrivs den 
stora potentialen hos en ny 3D ED-metod, nämligen den kontinuerliga 
rotationsmetoden (cRED), för strukturbestämning och analys av MOFs. Den 
fullständiga strukturbestämningen av sex utmanande MOFs presenteras. Dessa 
kännetecknas av låg kristallinitet, känslighet för elektronstrålning och högvakuum, 
samt en inneboende oordning och långgående dynamik i materialen. Endast tack vare 
cRED-metoden har det varit möjligt att uppnå en fullständig strukturbestämning ab 
initio av en struktur med enhetsceller på flera hundra tusen kubikångström (MIL-
100). Den har även möjliggjort för upptäckten av en ny klass av material (M-HAF-
2), som uppvisar karaktärsdrag förknippade med både MOFs och vätebundna 
organiska organiska ramverk (HOFs). Dessutom undersöktes oordningen och 
dynamiken hos UiO-67 och MIL-140C, vilket för första gången demonstrerade att 3D 
ED-metoder kan användas för att studera oordning och molekylär rörelse genom 
analys av de anisotropa atomförskjutningsparametrarna (ADP). Metoder för att öka 
kvaliteten på de anisotropa modellerna, som utvinner all information om atomära 
rörelser, tillhandahålls också genom noggrann undersökning av förfiningen av ZIF-
EC1, MIL-140C och Ga(OH)(1,4-ndc). 
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